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Mike Jarecki 
U.S. Sen. Barack Obama speaks on Feb. 28 at Loyola 
University's Water Tower Campus, 820 N. Michigan Ave. The 
event, which also featured U.S. Rep. Jan Schakowsky and U.S. 
Sen. Dick Durbin, was organized in part by Columbia's Civic 
Engagement Committee. 
-Students tty to revive 
activism on campus 
o New group tackles democratic political issues 
By Jennifer Sabella 
News Etftor 
Marketing major and active 
Democrat Ryan Duffy felt that 
there was a lack of politically 
active student groups on 
Columbia's campus. So he decided 
to do something about it. 
To this end, Duffy formed a 
Democratic organization for 
Columbia's students. After con-
tacting the Student Organi7..ation 
Council, Duffy posted signs 
around the school announcing his 
new group, Columbia College 
Democrats. And with the help of 
the politically connected executive 
director of the Chicago Coalition 
of College Democrats, Devin 
Novgorodoff, Duffy hopes to make 
Columbia's new group a strong 
force in relaying their political 
message on campus and off. 
Duffy founded the group at a 
time when more students are 
becoming politically acti ve at area 
campuses. For example, the facul-
ty-run Civic Engagement 
Committee had a part in bringing 
U.S. Rep. Jan Schakowsky. U.S. 
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Sen. Dick Durbin, and U.S. Sen. 
Barack Obama to Loyola 
University on Feb. 28 for a town 
hall meeting discussing Social 
Security issues. While not a stu-
dent-run event, it was open to stu-
dents. 
Many democratic groups, 
including the Chicago Coalition of 
College Democrats, organized the 
meeting at Loyola, but 
Novgorodoff was the only student 
asked to speak at the event, which 
brought in more than 400 people. 
"I've been active in working on 
[issues such asJ Social Security for 
some time now," Novgorodoff 
said. "We've been working with a 
coalition of organizations on the 
issue of Social Security, including 
Citizen! Action Illinois, the llIinois 
Alliance for Retired Americans, 
and Access Living, which is the 
organization for people with dis-
abi lities." 
A DePaul University student 
who began working with political 
groups after high school and at the 
See Democrats, Page 7 
Commentary 
Banned from your 
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yearbook? 
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Faculty workload 
• • remams an ISSue 
o Faculty duties, professional endeavors stymied by obligatory teaching hours 
By Jeff Danna 
News Edrtor 
Faculty member Kay Hartmann 
is swamped. 
Between teaching graphic 
des ign at Columbia, developing a 
series of ads for a regional real 
estate company and coordinating a 
student exchange program, 
Hartmann, a tenured faculty mem-
ber, barely has time to answer her 
phone. 
" It's all about time and letting 
go of things I'd love to do, but that 
I don ' t have time to do," she said. 
Hartmann is not the only 
Columbia faculty member that is 
feeling overwhelmed, though. 
According to the results of a sur-
vey released earlier this year by 
the Columbia College Faculty 
Organization, reducing the 
required teaching workload to nine 
credit hours was one of the most 
important issues among faculty. 
Of the 91 voters on the topic of 
"Nine-hour teaching load:' 53 
respondents, or 58 percent ranked 
it as an urgent issue. 
Hartmann' s overwhelming 
workload has prevented her from 
spending sufficient time advising 
students outside the classroom and 
working regularly in her fie ld of 
graphic design. Columbia offic ials 
see the issue of swam ped faculty 
as detrimental to teachers' and stu-
dents' learning experiences. 
The CCFO distributed the 2005 
Faculty Survey to 262 full -time 
faculty members at the end of 
2004 and received responses from 
about 110 people, said CCFO 
president Keith Kostecka. Its pur-
pose was to find out where faculty 
interests lie. 
In January 2004, the All-College 
Workload Commillee, a volunteer 
group of Columbia personnel ded-
Chicago at 168 
Eric DavisfThe Chronicle 
To celebrate Chicago's 168th birthday, students of Kendall 
College of Chicago's School of Culinary Arts baked cakes 
shaped as the city's crest and its most famous buildings. City 
residents and officials gathered at the Chicago Historical 
Society, Clark Street at North Avenue, on March 4 in com-
memoration of Chicago's birthday. Among those present at 
the event were 11 th Ward Alderman James Balcer and 
Chicago Historical Society President Lonnie Bunch. 
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ieated to address ing faculty work-
load issues, proposed to Provost 
Steve Kapelke a plan to revise fac-
ulty workload. and the proposal is 
currentl y awaiting a final decision 
from Columbia President Warrick 
L. Carter. 
' 'This would mean that in the 
fall 2005 semester, tenured and 
tenure-track faculty would have 
their teaching load reduced," 
Kostecka said. 
While Columbia officials cannot 
say exactly when Carter wi ll make 
a decision, Howard Schlossberg, 
chair of the All -College Workload 
Committee. said he believes it will 
happen this semester. 
"We' ve been hearing 'soon' 
since the word 'soon' was invent-
ed," Schlossberg said. 
According to the Workload 
Committee's proposal, the push 
fo r reduced workload dates back 
to October 2000. when then-
Provost Sam Floyd called for this 
change. The announcement 
spurred the fonnalion of the All-
College Workload Committee, 
whose members have been lobby-
ing fo r a nine-hour teaching load 
ever since. 
Now. the proposal has become 
an essential part of Columbia's 
future development as outlined in 
Columbia 20 10, the co llege's 
strategic plan of "being the best 
student-centered arts and media 
college in the world." 
The proposed reduction of 
teaching workload would help 
Columbia achieve goals across the 
board, said associate Provost Jan 
Garfield. It would benefit faculty 
in allowing them to develop out-
side the classroom. but it would 
also benefit students by giving 
them access to more well-rounded 
instructors. 
Currently, tenured and tenure-
track faculty are required to teach 
12 hours of courses and perrornl 
other duties , such ~I S serving on 
departmental or collegewide COIll-
mittees. counsel ing and adv ising 
student s. and working in their par-
ticular fields of study. 
By reducing the teaching work-
load. faculty would bc able 10 
redistributc the time they spend ()Il 
See Workload, Page 3 
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NEWS & NOTES 
Andrew Greiner 
Editor-in-Chief 
Common cents 
H ere's the latest from The Chronicle's consumer repons desk: Columbia 's 
library now sells Cari bou 
coffee. 
That's righl. The rich. delic io us. 
oh-so-necessary hyper-caffeinated 
beverage is avai lable to Col umbin 
student s right here o n (·a mpus. 
But the luxury of havi ng an in-
ho use coffee vendor is tempered 
by the faCllhat a cup-a-joe from 
the library costs more than a cup 
from the Caribou right down the 
street 
Same coffee. Same cup. 
Different price. 
While the Caribou Coffee on 
East 81h Street and south Wabash 
Avenue charges $1.87 for a med i-
um cup of coffee. the library, 624 
S. Michigan Ave .. charges $1.95 . 
(All they offer is the medium 
size.) 
That's an 8 cent difference-
hardly enough to gel steamed 
about. but enough to raise an eye-
bro w. 
It demands the question: Are 
studen ts be ing bilked out of our 
hard-earned--or in most cases 
borro wed-pennies? Is Cari bou 
gougmg students at the library? 
Did Caribou set the library up to 
fail as some sort of high- brow 
coffee Joke? 
To find out. I decided to do 
some digging. 
I started by placing a call to 
Canbou Coffee's cOrJX>rate head-
quarters In Minneapolis. Minn .. 
ready to Interrogate anyone In the 
organizallon. Once I gOi through. 
however. a string of extra-nice 
Minnesotans assured me that not 
they. but the next Caribou assoc i-
ate. would be able to answer my 
questio n arout the difference in 
price. I was passed along. down 
a line of custo mer service and 
public relations representati ves. 
until I fina ll y ended up in the 
voice mail of the marketing man-
ager. I left my question there and 
haven '( heard from Caribou since. 
Not thaI they were brushing me 
off- they just didn', know what 
the heck I was talking about. It 
seems I was looking in the wrong 
place. 
Caribou Coffee doesn't run the 
cart in the library; they simply 
license their product to it . 
Cari bou offers thi s namesake 
service to certain "turn-key" oper-
ations, like our library. 
Part of the library's licensing 
deal with Caribou. tho ugh. is a 
stipulatio n that the coffee must be 
served from Caribou urns. in 
Caribou cups. with Caribou nap-
kins and Caribou insulation 
s leeves. and an agreement that the 
cart cannot undersell the local 
Caribou franchise . This agree-
ment leads. in part, to the 8 penny 
difference. 
Jo Cates. the dean of the 
library, sa id it has the option of 
meeting or exceeding the fran-
chi se price of coffee and that the 
8 cents helps the library to fund 
the enterpri se. 
" We offer thIS as a sen 'ICC to 
the students, not as a bUSiness," 
Cates said. " Because we are not a 
big place. we need to recover 
costs 
Cates said the coffee bU!lincss 
has been booming since the cart 
opened in the li brary thIS January. 
Students are happil y paying the 
extra mo ney to get a cup of java. 
And why not? A cup of coffee 
hi ts the spot early In the morning 
while waiting 45 minutes for the 
e levator, and the library means 
not having to go o utside for cof-
fee o n those blustery Chicago 
mornings . 
But for those penny-pinching 
students who would rather pass 
out than pay an extra few cents 
for their morning brew. the less 
expensive optio n is to make the 
trek down Wabash Avenue to the 
fu ll y functioning Caribou. But at 
what price? 
Less ex pensive doesn't al ways 
mean smarter. 
The Caribou Coffee shop is .24 
miles away from the library- I 
Map Quested it- and the differ-
ence in price is 8 cents. 
The average person takes about 
500 steps for each quarter-mile-
section they wa lk. according to a 
student hea lth website at Oregon 
State Univers ity. where people 
who apparently have the kind of 
time to make these calculatio ns 
work . 
That means. by foregoing the 
library's coffee offering. and hik-
ing it to Caribou. the money-eon-
conscious ind ividual is reaping a 
whopping one-penny savings for 
every 65 steps he o r she takes. 
I n terms of cost comparison, 
and exercise. wa lking to the 
Caribou may be the bener choice. 
However. in terms of support-
ing a nice ame nity offered by the 
college library, st udents should 
swa llow the 8 cents and get their 
mormng coffee near the check-
out desk. 
Or. if you are rea ll y concerned 
about your dollars and cents. but 
st ill need your coffee , buy a jar o f 
Taster's Choice and mi x up some 
ins tant coffee in your dorm bath-
room before you run out to class 
in your pajamas. 
-llgrei'Jer@chro,.iclemlli/.com 
Should Columbia have more politically 
active groups on campus? 
"V." I lhlnk It I •• 
po.'t'veth'ng. 
Any opinion I •• 
good opinion. 
You 've g01 t o have 
Iho yin wllh Ihe 
yang. Saying 
lomethlng I. bet-
ler th.n .. ylng 
nothing." 
- Rich Parry, 
Junior, Muol. 
Bu.ln ... 
"Thoro .hould be. ,,------------, "I wouldn't be Inlor-
lot more groups on •• ted In Joining. It'. 
campu • . Politic. good to have In 
I re becoming outlet but " .hould-
mlJor In our .ocl.- n't be reilled to the 
ty and moro young .chool." 
peopl •• hould got 
Involved beeau •• 
Itl. up to u. '.,er." 
- Shlcor. Abrlm., 
Junior, MUllc 
Bu.ln ... 
"I'm I II lor It. 
Anything 10 keep 
psopl. bUIY Ind 
moke people 
belong 10m .. 
whe,.." 
- Mlchul Mi rgulll, 
Junior, Interior 
Architecture 
- Alia Atwlll , 
Junior. 
Photography 
I Announcementsl 
• Women vs. Bush 
C·Spaces. the Libera l 
Education Department and stu-
dents study ing fo r a Women and 
Gender Studies minor sponsor a 
panel di sc ussion in ho no r of 
International Women 's Day on 
March 8 from 12:30·2:30 p.m . in 
the Hokin Annex o f the Wabash 
Campus Building. 623 S . 
Wabash Ave. The panel. titled 
" Wo men in Bush 's America : 
New Directio ns. New 
Connections for Artists and 
Acti vists" featu res six pro minent 
female speakers fro m different 
field s. For mo re information. call 
Jul ie Caffey at (3 12) 344·7696. 
• New face on campus 
The Office of Community Arts 
Partnerships recently named a 
new execut ive directo r. David 
Flat ley. whose background 
includes experience in deve lop-
ing educational ini tiati ves and 
working for schoolwide change. 
11,---_We_8th_er -...JII 
AccuWeather 7-day 
forecas t for Chicago 
\llIIul.l\. \I.llth 7 
RaJn and snow High 40· 
possible Low 28-
Parlly sunny HIgh 34
0 
Low 18· 
1 hili ,11 ,1\ , \1.lId,1II 
Mostly sunny High 34" Low 16" 
I lul,l\. \1 .lllh II 
Sunny to porUy 
clolldy 
High 36" 
Low 22;' 
S,lllIltl,l\, \lullh I.'! 
Snow po!'sltllo High 38' Low 24-
~'HIII(I.J\. "nu h 1\ 
PlIflty ttlJlllly 
High 42' 
Low 30· 
All f\'I'I·cnst .~ pl'\lvhl~'\ 1 11),-
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r 
He will assume his duties at 
Columbia o n March 14. 
• Buddhism and beyond 
Multimedia artist Sanford 
B iggers will lecture in Room 
203 of the Wabash Campus 
Building. 623 S. Wabash Ave., 
o n March 9 at 6:30 p.m. Bigger 's 
installations have many cultural 
influence s fro m Buddhism to hip 
ho p. Fo r more information. con-
tact lhe Student Life Office at 
(312) 344· 7569. 
• Happy anniversary 
The Museum of Contemporary 
Photography ce lebrates the 25th 
anniversary of its permanent col-
lectio n by hosting a benefit. 
Photographer Lee Friedlander is 
attendi ng the event and there will 
also be a c hance to bid on many 
works . Tickets to the benefit are 
$ 100 or six for $500. Space is 
limited. For more information. 
call MoCP at (3 12) 344-7104. 
• Sci-art 
J 
Liz Lerman. founder of the Liz 
Lerman Dance Exchange in New 
York . gives a presentation titled 
Crossing Bo undaries Between Art 
and Science on March 8 from 6 
p.m to 7:30 p.m. at the Dance 
Center. 1306 S. Michigan Ave. For 
more information about the free 
event. contact Victoria Malone in 
the Center for Arts Policy at (312) 
344·8181. 
nil 
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If you have an 
upcoming 
event or 
announce-
ment, call The 
Chronicle's 
news desk at 
(312) 344-
7254 or e-mail 
chronicle@ 
colum.edu. 
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Panel gets sensitive about sex 
o Liberal education instructors explain sex is more than just 'vagina-penis ' 
By Alan J. Baker 
Asso<iale Eot'" 
Loui s Silverstein, an instructor 
at Columbia, coached an audi-
ence of nearl y 100 people into 
chant ing, "Sexual loving is 
sacred pleasure ," at the panel dis-
cussion Intersections: Sex as 
Curse and B lessing lecture on 
March 2. 
The Cultural Studies Program 
at Columbia , with the Chicago 
Department of Cultural Affairs, 
assembled a panel of four experts 
at the Chicago Cultural Center, 
28 E. Washington St . to explore 
the realms of sexuality. 
Four Columbia liberal educa-
ti on instructors who teach classes 
in sexuali ty and other socia l sci-
ences were the panelists at the 
discussion: Louis S ilvers tei n, 
Sharon Powell, Cynthia Rigali 
and Will iam Bradley, who is also 
an Anglo-Ca tho lic pries t and 
psychotherapist. 
At the event, the pane li sts 
explained their ideas of sex and 
what it means to the body. The 
approach took more of a spiritual 
tone as they di scussed the beauty 
o f sex and sexuality. 
"When we say sex, the 
assumption is vagina-penis sex," 
Rigali sa id . "There is more to sex 
than that" 
Rigali, who al so teaches psy-
chology at Rooseveh University, 
explained many people are not 
meeting the ir sexual needs 
because of persona l fear. 
Sometimes people are afraid to 
ta lk and work wi th the ir partners 
whi le tryi ng out new things. She 
said people should not be afraid 
to express the sexual fee li ngs that 
would li ke to. 
"Sex relates to day-to-day 
life," Rigali said. 
Rigali explained that if people 
are frustrated with their sex lives, 
such frustration could carry into 
their work and personal lives as 
well. If people are not sati sfied in 
bed then they are nol sa tis fi ed as 
people , she sa id . 
Some who attended the discus-
s ion took the message to heart . 
Chicago resident Maria 
Allocco said, "I can see sexua lity 
as being a mirror in terms of 
what's going on in your own 
life." 
Powell , who also teaches 
Women's Health Care Issues, 
discussed African-American sex-
ual stereotypes. 
"Many African-American 
women have bad facts when it 
comes 10 sex, rape and HIV," 
Powell said. "We tend to get 
caught up in what society says 
about us, so it's an internal strug-
g le when we try to prove things." 
Bradley, who has a private psy-
chotherapy practice , also pre-
sented issues surrounding the 
church and the safety of s tudents 
he has taught. Through class di s-
cussions he has found that a lot 
of s tudents lack knowledge of the 
subject. 
"People th ink they're being 
safe when they're really putt ing 
themselves in jeopardy," Bradley 
said. 
Bradley also sa id same-sex 
marriage is an issue Catho li cs 
don' t cringe about, and the idea 
that it is wrong is not part of his 
practice. Monogamy is the sexu-
al va lue he hopes all will hold 
onto, he said. 
"Formal sexual education 
teaches us what not to do , what 
not to ge t," Si lve rste in said . 
Speaking on a metaphorical 
level , Silverstein related sex to a 
temple and said sexual loving is a 
fornl of prayer. 
"When two people engage in 
sexual loving, something occurs 
that 's beautifu l," S il verstein said. 
Cultura l Studies Representative 
Stephanie Shonekan was pleased 
with the flow of the discussion as 
we ll as the large turnout. 
"The d isc ussion went very 
we ll conside ring the abs tract 
topic we had and the different 
angles from the panelists 
invo lved ," Shonekan said. 
"Sex is more than something 
that occurs between two people. 
It 's al most like the two of you 
become one being , which is 
something you should hold 
onto," S ilverstein said . 
Intersectiolls . next" pallel discus-
sioll 01/ April 6 address (he conjlicr 
alld peace process ill Northem 
Irelallt!. For fIIore iliformarioll visir 
II'wlv. infersectiol1S.collulI .edll. 
Workload CollfilluedfivlII FIUIIf Page 
each of their duties, Kostecka sa id. 
He and other faculty members said 
they hope they will ha ve the 
opportunity to spend more time 
working in their profess ional 
fields . As a result, students would 
benefit by learning from their 
teachers ' work . 
Joan Erdman, an instructor of 
anthropology and cultur-
al studies in the Liberal 
Education Department, 
would like to see the 
workload proposal reach 
fru ition. She recei ved 
relief time from leaching 
to work as the gene ral 
editor of the new 
Encyclopedia of World j 
~:I~~~ ~r~J:~;.C~~c~~:~ i 
of the extra lime, she Z 
teaches about eight to 
nine hours each semester. 
"The co llege recog-
nizes that time for pro-
fess ional work and teach-
ing load are in relation to 
each o ther," .. Erdman 
said. 
Hartmann said she, 
100, would benefit from a 
teaching workload 
reduction. 
"Faculty members will breathe 
a sigh of relief and he able to do a 
better job teach ing and doing work 
in the field ," Hartmann said. 
Redistribution of time 
Not only wou ld students bene fit 
from spending time with profes-
. sionals who are ac tivel y work ing 
in their fields, bu t faculty could 
also reallocate the time they spend 
on their non-teaching duties, 
Garfield said. 
Many faculty members, she 
said, devote time to tasks that 
reduce the amount of time they 
I have to perfonn the jobs required 
of them. These tasks consist of 
administrat ive work, such as coor-
dinating internship programs and 
CFO Faculty Survey 
teaching load ," Garfield said . 
"What changes [with the proposal] 
is expectation and assumption." 
Ann Hemenway, acting gradu-
ate coordinator for the Fiction 
Writ ing Department, sa id she is 
concerned tha t with a requi red 
nine-hou r teaching load, the extra 
time available for faculty mem-
bers outside the classroom 
would be fi lled with more 
administrative work . 
~iii' v;;;; ' ;:;j'~; 
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Along with teaching 
fou r two-hour graduate 
fiction wri ti ng classes, 
Hemenway serves on the 
All-College Work load 
Committee, the Graduate 
\, ..... 
Policy Counci l and the 
Curricu lum Committee. 
She also counse ls and 
advises graduate students, 
deve lops assessment plans 
and serves as a liaison for 
the graduate departmelll 
10 the faculty. 
" Faculty members look 
at teaching as the bes t 
thing they do," 
Hemenway sa id . ''I'm 
much more interested in 
Jessica Altus/The Chronicle teaching than administra-
tive work. My fear 
developiJlg department web pages. 
As a result, some faculty mem-
bers are granted relief time to work 
on projec ts outs ide of their contrac-
tual obligations and end up teach-
ing fewer than 12 hours anyway. 
Accord ing to Elizabeth Silk, direc-
tor of Institutional Research at 
Columbia, the average teaching 
load for [enured and tcnure-track 
faculty in fall 2004 was 8.75 hours. 
"In reality, effecti vely, we're 
cUlTently operating on a nine-hour 
is- by no one's fault- there could 
be increased administrative 
creep ... 
But Garfie ld sa id faculty should 
not worry about such ext ra work. 
With a reduction in the required 
teaching load, Ga rfield said 
Columbia oOic ia ls could work to 
consolidate the administrative jobs 
of facu lty members. The college 
wou ld evaluate the human and 
monetary resources needed to fill 
these positions and hire more spe-
Ben PancoastfThe Chrol'l.c.',c 
Cynthia Rigali , a liberal education instructor, speaks at 
Intersections: Sex as Curse and Blessing on March 2 The dis-
cussion focused on viewing sex as more than just a phYSical act. 
cialized workers for them. 
But not all non-teaching duties 
would be eliminated, Ga rfi eld 
said. Full-time faculty would still 
be required to conduct academic 
advising sess ions, coordinate 
courses and develop curricula , 
among other tasks. 
Mo\'ing towa rd a solution 
Shou ld the Workload 
Committee's proposal become 
ru le, the college would implement 
the teaching load reduct ion gradu-
all y. The commillee and the 
provost have di scussed pulling the 
proposed policy in place over a 
period of three years. 
During the first year o f the 
plan 's implementation , the 
requ ired rull-timc raculty teaching 
load could be di vided into 12 
hours for one semester and nine 
the next, Garficld sa id . By the 
third yea r, the workload could be 
nine hours each semester. 
However, Garfield said, no one 
has made any concrete decisions 
on the process. 
Teaching workload red uction 
would also co rne at a prke, 
Schlossberg sa id, and Columbia 
officia ls have d iscussed several 
opt ions of how to handle the 
decrease in rul l-time fa cult y 
teaching. 
One option, Garfield sa id. is to 
hi re more part -time far.:ulty. 
According to S ilk , thc latest stat is-
tics from the 2003-2004 school 
year show more than threc ti mes 
as many pan-time faculty memo 
bers as fu ll -time. During 2003-
2004, Columbia had 1,026 pan-
time faculty members and 295 
full-time faculty members. 
Another option would be to 
increase class s ize . Colum bia's 
average class s ize as of fall 2004 
was about 17 students per class. 
Garfield sa id class size could 
reach 20 students. 
Schlossberg also sa id Columbia 
could try to opt imize the use of its 
facilities. This could mean teach-
ers occupying more class rooms or 
hold ing more Friday and Saturday 
classes. 
No matter what the cos ts, 
Schlossberg is confident the work-
load reduction plan will go into 
effect. 
" It's going to happen," he said. 
"It's just a matter o f what it's 
going to look like." 
Kostccka sa id no aspects of the 
proposal to reduce full-t ime facul-
ty teaching workload arc linali zcd. 
The CeFO has been meet ing with 
Carter and Kape lke on a regu lar 
bas is to discuss Ihe:.- proposa l. 
"[The meetings! havc been fair-
ly productive:' Kostecka said. " I 
believe the administration is com-
mitted to working with the faculty. 
The provost is vcry much an advo-
cate of tlus plan." 
Although the plan would have 
lllany implications should it go 
into effect, Schlossberg saill. it 
would benefit studl.'nt s Illost of all. 
lr fJcuity members have more 
time to work in Iheir fkld" or 
interest, they can bring that kno\\ l-
edge to the classroom . Students in 
tum would fel.'d 00' that knowl-
edge, and their teac hers \\ould 
become models of how to appl~ it 
"-nle whole: th ing b abollt ti ll.' 
qua lity of education," Sr.:hlo!'o:.bcrg 
said. "That 's Ihe bOllom hne." 
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UENCY.32 
Program Guide for University Center on Channel 32 
Campus Update 
Columbia's forum for compus news, announcements, evenls, weather info & more ... 
MWFSu: 60, 80, HkI, 12p, 2p, 4p, 6p TRSa: 70, 90, 110, lp, 3p, 5p, 7p, 9p, lip 
Windows Anthology 
Short dramalic stories explore the seven oeadly sins. 
MWfSu: 10:300 TRSa: 7:30p 
NBC5 News - LIVE 
Unique partnership with NBC cllows Frequency TV to broadcast NBCS II am news 
on selected days. 
MWF: 11 :000 
A profile of student film, video, animation & documenlary projects. 
This week's featured artist: Jeff Porter & Ryan Speers 
MWFSu: 11 :30p TRSa: 8:30p 
All Mixed Up 
First year television students explore all venures of entertainment. 
This week's featured artists: latin Rhythms & Still Not Sexy 
MWFSu: 12:300 TRSa: 9:30p 
AV Squad (Nt) 
OJ's showcase new music videos of loday's favorite up and coming ortist. 
MWFSu: Sp, lOp 
College Town, USA (Nt) 
The crew vi~tl college campu~s, hang·outl and students around the counl ry. 
This week's open house: UCLA 
MWFSu: 8:30p 
Greeks Games (Nt) . 
Ployers participate in wild olympic inspired evenll such as keg·toss, wetl·shirl 
relay, and strip wrestling. 
MWFSu: 9:00p 
Comedy Night School (Nt) . 
Soap isn'l ju;1 ror decming Ih~ day;. Di;cover new alternolive YlOY; 10 ule soap 
Ihol will make you wonder abOUI alher dNln:ing producis . 
MWFSu 9:30p 
Funny Money (Nt) 
Comedians bailie head to ~N1d for big money and audience laughs. 
MWFSu: 10:30p 
Planet X (Nt) 
Some of Ihe very best footage in extreme sports on the planet. 
MWfSu: Il:oop 
Half Baked (Nt) 
The call cook: 0 delicious dish in Ihe kilmen and odds a live bond 10 spice it up 
o bil. . 
MWFSu: 11 ;30p 
March 7, 2005 
ASl·ENGlISH 
INTERPR£TATION 
ASL- Enqlish 
I nterpretcltion 
Department of 
Columbia College Chicago 
Presents ... ..N l, ,,", 4:;( ... ·H¥. i('dt:}o~ , ,),. ~o ":;I. NO F.OVCAiH}/o 
our 2nd Annual '.:;, ""' <1 '" f. "l.l f~' ( I' :I;M,<> 
Ho~ do you 
define fun? 
at 
Dave & Busters 
1030 North Clark St. 
Friday, March 11 th , 2005 
6:00-9:00p.m. 
$10 per person includes: 
power card, shuttle, snacks 
Slop by the ASL department on the 2nd floor 01 the Wabash b<.ilding, su~e219. 
For more info, Call : 312.344.7837 or email us at scx:mans@coIum.edu 
. 
Preforming The ~. ;1 
Personal as Political 
Preformed By 
Scott Turner Schofield 
Prefonning The Personal as Political 
From 5-8 p.m. Scott Turner Schofielc! 
will offer a free workshop on 
preforming identity. 
623 S. Wabash Hokin Annex 
Free Dinner will be served. 
March 7, 2005 
o 
CHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNI 
FOR STUDENTS AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
l)~~S~l~S"~1>S 
ART & DESIGN 
• p ougLahs Fme Arts Award (Deadl ine: APril 2005) 
• Precious Lashley Fash ion Scholarship (Dead line: Spr ing 2005) 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
The Make A Dent Scholarship (Deadline: May 20. 2005) 
• Precious Lashley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline: Spring 2005) 
• "The Chuck Suber Scholarship (Deadline: March 15. 2005) 
ASL - ENGLISH INTERPRETATION 
• Michael Fryzlewicz Schola rship (Deadline: June 1, 2005) 
DANCE 
• Forest Foundation Scholarship (Deadlme: APril 8 , 2005) 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
• Joan and IrVing Hams Scholarship (Deadline: April 15. 2005) 
FICTION WRITI NG 
John S<::hultz and Betty Shiflett Story Workshop Scholarship 
(Deadline: March 2005) 
Sylvia McNair Travel Story Scholarsh ip (Deadl ine: March 2005) 
JOURNALISM 
• If V Kupcmel Media Art s ScholarshiP (Deadline: March 18, 2005) 
~~~ oJ.)- ~)()y~ 
• Academic Ex.cellence Award (Deadlme: March 18, 2005) 
Alhert Weisman Scholarsh!p (Deadline: Apr!1 2005) 
Alurnnl Scholarship (Deadlme: Apri l 18, 2005) 
David Ruhm Scholarship (Deadlme: April 1, 2005) 
Columbia c 
COLLEGE C H C AGO 
MARKETING COMMUNICATION 
• The Patr iCia McCarty Scholarship Fund (Deadline: March 18, 2005) 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
• Kodak Schola rship (Deadline: May 6, 2005) 
RADIO 
• Irv Kupcmet Media Arts Scholarsh ip (March 18, 2005) 
SENIOR SEMINAR 
• Jane Alex.androff Senior PrOject Award (Deadline: Sprmg 2005) 
TELEVISION 
AI lira Scholarship (Deadhne: March 18, 2005) 
• Thame lyman Scholarship (Deadline: March 18, 2005) 
• Irv KupclTlet Media Arts Scholarship [Deadlme: March 18, 2005) 
THEATER 
Belly Garrell MU~ lcal Theater Schol;ushlP Fund (Deadline: May 2, 2005) 
DaVid Talbot Cox. Schotar~hl~ Fund (Deadlinc: June 1, 2005) 
Frcshman Achlf'VCII ent ;\word (Deadl nc: fl.';:!)' 13. :' OO~} 
John Murbnch Scho l'JI~h I P/ Des lgnCf · ln Re~ ' tlf'nc(> ' Deadl ne: \1;:1\ '} . :'005 
Helen Fong Dare Scholarship (De;)(! lmc: M<lIch 7005) 
Hennann Con<lW(lY Scholarsh ip (Dea(l ilne: M'llch 18. 2005) 
IhUmy Kalish Scholarsh ip (Dcad llne: April '1. 2005) 
Ron P I It ~ Schol ar ship (Dc;)ulmc: Aplll 1, 2005) 
• ~COLUM_EDU/SCHOLARSHtPS 
6 Campus News 
University Center 
officials address 
student concerns 
o Modifications for 'Superdonn' scheduled for fall 
By Hayley Graham director of res idence life at 
Staff Wnter Columbia . 
Changes are on the way for the DePaul University senior 
1 e 5 S • I h a 11 - 0 n e - yea r - 0 I d Tiffany Downs likes the idea of 
Universi ty Cente r of Chicago ha ving areas for o lder res idents. 
Ihal will affect the more than because she was placed in a 
1.700 slUdenls li ving in the rcsi- roohl with a freshman this year, 
dellet' cenler. according \0 om- after reques ting to live wi th 
cia ls. someone her age . 
Or. Robert f\Jvarro. ,-------, "I think it's a good 
director of housing idea, but I am not vcry 
serVIces at the confident that they will 
Uni ve rsity Center. 525 be able to pull that off," 
S. State SI.. said Ihal Downs said. 
come fall fl oors J 5 U nlike this year, 
through 18 of the dor- Columbia residents at 
mitory wi ll change. The the Uni ve rsity Center, 
floo rs will become premium and who are at least 21 years old , 
cos t an additional 5500 a year may be able to have alcoh,pl in 
with amenities like laundry their rooms next year if they are 
roo ms on each floor, increased living in a 2 I -and-over premium 
Internet speed, and bedroom and room. If students are 21 a nd not 
closet doors that lock. living in one of the 21-and-ovcr 
There will also be specific rooms they will still not be able 
sec tions of these floors for to have alcoho1. 
g radua te s wdents and residents "More than likely they should 
who are over 21 years o ld . be able to if you are 2 1-and-over 
Columbia w ill have suites and and you are in your 21-and-over 
apartments sca ttered through- room:' Oakes said. 
out these fl oors. Students have Separating s tudents from dif-
already signed up for all of ferent schools is also on the 
Col umbia 's resen 'ed 21-and- agenda for the "S uperdorm," 
over apartments, but the dorm- according to directors of housing 
style su ites for 21-and-over for Co lumbia , De Paul and 
residents are not going as Rooscvelt 
quickly. said ~ar y Oakes. They decided they want resi-
BECOME THE LEADER 
YOU WERE BORN TO BE. 
...... n.e ...... ,. ................ .. 
..,., .............. .,~ ... c....,,..,.., 
.............. c.. ......... ,,... .. , ........ 
•• s.IIIIIr, • ..-.................. ..... 
,. ... III _t, .... ItIIMn'.c.IICJ1 • "'I·. ,,,,,..,. 
Where: 1239 N. Clybourn, Suite 226 
When: Stop by or call today 
Ask how to Ket 
upto 
$70,000 
for College' 
Who: SFC Godfrey Colllnl - 312-202-0430 
Residents of the University Center of Chicago, 525 S. State St., eat lunch in their building's sec-
ond-floor cafeteria. Next year, University Center officials are planning to deSignate floors of the 
building to each school that occupies it-Columbia, DePaul University and Roosevelt University. 
dents from their schools to be 
housed on the same floors. Next 
yea r Columbia students not li v-
ing on the premium floors will 
be on floors three through seven, 
Oakes said. 
"Schools wanted their students 
to be compressed, the same 
across. up and down," Navarro 
said. 
The true ad vantage 
of thi s will be that 
s tudent support on 
the floors will be 
coming from the 
institution, Navarro 
sa id . This year, resi-
dent advisers may 
have s tudents on 
their floors from 
DePa ul. Roosevelt 
and Columbia . 
Columbia sopho-
more Ste phanie 
C lass think s that 
ha ving Co lumbia 
s tudents on the same 
n oor will help 
improve communica-
tio n among people 
living in the 
Univers ity Center. 
" I think it will be 
good bec au se you 
will know the pcoplc: 
around yo u gu to 
yo ur school. ins tead 
ur not knowi ng who 
goes whe re," C loss 
sa id . 
Part of th e 
c hanges fo r the fa ll 
inc lude correcting 
some: or the prob-
lems residents fa ced 
whell moving into 
the lIi vcmdty 
Cenlc, ' MoJor wuter 
lenks. power OUI -
uSc» IItHI c lcv nlol' 
CU IIU,Cll tioll were 
IIl1hlliH 80 tll c o f the 
hUHleli Univers it y 
("' l1l e' "l'flcI." 
nel',1 Itl wlJl'k 1111 1. 
" We hn vc hl' lll'd 
IW IlIl' HI' til l' IHmk llt ll' 
ClIl1l' Clli !'l IlIItl wC I'e 
Ilhl ll 10 lI U1kl' ,h lllle 
dHIII MI,lIi," NII VllIlU 
said. 
Early in the fall the ma ilroom 
on the second floor was flooded 
twice when the connections to 
the hot water circulating pumps 
vibrated loose, according to the 
University Center newsletter. 
However, the leaks caused little 
damage. . 
Three apartments on the third 
floor were also flooded when 
officials first turned on heat in 
the Universi ty Center. 
Oakes said these problems 
were "primarily due to the new 
construction and working the 
bugs out of a new system." 
Residents also experienced 
overcrowded and unreliable ele-
vators . Elevator rides were 
sometimes rough and waits were 
long. The elevator contractor 
worked through December to 
improve the efficiency of the 
elevators, and also opened a 
lobby stairwe ll for s tudents who 
didn 't want to wait for an cleva-
to r when going to the second 
floor. 
.. A lot o f students wanted to 
get from the second floor to the 
firs t wi thout waiting for an ele-
vator," Navarro said . 
Andrea Cristancho. a DePaul 
sopho more, thinks the-
Universi ty Center does 0 fairly 
good job o f uddressing re s i ~ 
dents' concerns , but would like 
tt) see Ull inc rease in o rganized 
soc iill activities to make the 
dorm more of a community. 
The c hanges planned for the 
University enter develop 
through meetings he ld eac h 
week between the partnership of 
the EduclItion Advancement 
Fund, which owns the 
University 'enter, And U .S, 
Bqullios Sludent lIousillW, the 
com"I"lY th llt munugcs ii , 
Nnvllrru Sltld th"1 OVen thoullh 
tho Unlvonity 'cnter i~ lIew, it 
lit impOI'ltUlI tu o,lntinllt' tu 
improve the buihlinw, 
"li upci\llI y, Iho Chllll"O; wi ll 
IIInke Ihll t Jni"cn it y t'("1\hlf 
II tt1' ll!.: t!"a for l'oshlc l\l ~. :to thtH 
Ihey 11' 111 IYnnl 10 stny h<I'< "",I 
nmcw their t.:OIlI'U ,",ts." NtIV"fI'U 
.. 1<1 , 
Residents 
Respond . 
Since the University Center_ 
of Chicago opened last sum-
mer, students from DePaul 
University, Roosevelt 
University and Columbia have 
had the opportunity to live with 
each other in the "Superdonn." 
Here is what some residents 
are saying about their experi. 
ences in the University Center: 
"This building is a lot more 
secure. where as at [~e 
Residence Center, 731 S. 
Plymouth Court) you can walk 
right in behind somebody. I feel 
a lot safer." 
-Chris Blougb, ·Columbi. 
senior marketing major 
hyou don't get 10 really know 
people. It's. linle more imper-
sonal, s ince it's so big." 
-Maggie Vagle, Columbia 
sophomore music major 
"If I would have lived at the 
Hennan Crown Center [425 S. 
Wabash Ave.l I'd only have 
friends ITom Roosevelt." 
-C.leb Kimmel, Rooseveh 
University freshm •• 
"We "'" very fo,mnate to have 
this building, because the", ..., 
lots of IUllenities .and oppor1II-
nilies to do what you are intff. 
estcd in," 
.Iob KImmel 
"Not ",any ITeshl1lan gel to live 
in • ,.t up like this." 
- R.bttt. Alonso, Colomblll 
rrtshml. nlm ud video 
m!\Jor, 
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Student 
Center 
debate 
heats up 
o Officials estimate 
project at $30 million 
By Jennifer Sabella 
News Eol" 
For the past few years, mem-
bers of Columbia 's Student 
Government Association and the 
college community have dreamed 
of bringing a student center to 
campus, and a recent push by stu-
dent leaders may make it a reality. 
Members of the student gov-
eminent are worki ng closely with 
administrators to be heard regard-
ing the lack of a student center. 
While many are li stening. student 
leaders said. some important 
school officials are not. 
At the March 4 College 
Council ~eeting, Lauren 
McLain, member of both the 
SGA and the Student 
Organization Council, said a stu-. 
dent center is still top priority for 
both organizatio ns, and while 
some of the admin istration is on 
board, there is hesitation coming 
from other areas. 
"We have been told that every-
body's not o n board," McLain 
sa id. "There's some of the facul-
ty that's n9t on board, there 's 
some of the administration that's 
not on board and there's a lot of 
See Center, Page 9 
I>em.()Cra.ts COlltillued/rom Froll/ Page 
Democratic National Convention in 
Boston last summer: Novgorodoff 
decided to start a coalition to organ· 
ize and assist college activist 
groups. 
"I was [at the Democrat ic 
National Convention} with some 
other people from Illinois. talking 
about ways to more effectively 
organize chapters in urban environ-
ments like Chicago," Novgorodoff 
said. " It's basically an organization 
to help support and guide chapters 
and make the best use of resources 
and opportunities that are avai lable 
to them in a city like Chicago." 
Novgorodoff has attended both 
Colum bia College Democrats 
meetings so far, and wants to help 
them not only increase member-
sh ip. but effectively communicate 
their political agenda. At the sec-
o nd meeting ' on March 2, 
Novgorodoff advised the Columbia 
College Democrats · while they 
made plans for, the next few 
months. 
" I see a lot of potential for stu-
dents to get invo lved now as 
opposed to any other time in our 
recent history," Duffy said. " I think 
now's a perfect time to get your 
foot in the door. 1 see in the future, 
in the near future. an increased 
importance placed o n activism 
within our young people." 
Duffy said events like the Feb. 28 
meeling show that the Democratic 
Party is listening to students, so 
now is the best lime to gel involved. 
'1"'he Democrats have just e lect-
ed Howard Dean as the ir 
(Democratic National Committee] 
chair, and his platform when run-
ning for that position was building 
the grassroots," Duffy said. "When 
1 think of grassroots; I think of col-
lege activism I think of students 
getting involved. Ws been rein-
Ben PancoasVThe Chronicle 
Ryan Duffy (left). president of Columbia College Democrats. and 
Nick O'Holiearn, vice president, discuss the organization'S con-
stitution at a March 2 meeting. 
forced officially now that it's the 
way of the future." 
Approximately 10 people attend-
. ed the March 2 Columbia College 
Democrats meeting, but the stu-
dents who showed up were very 
passionate and enthusiastic, Duffy 
said. He thinks that once word gets 
out about the group, membership 
will increase. 
Colleges in Chicago have many 
political groups, both Republican 
and Democrat, and Susan Mezey, 
political sc ience professor at 
Loyola and adviser of Loyola's 
chapter of College Democrats, said 
that political activism on college 
campuses has been happening for 
years, and they are more active now 
than they have been in the past. 
" I think it's important Ifor col-
lege students to be politically 
active], because political aClivity 
and politics and policy choices are 
very important to everybody as cit-
izens," Mezey said. "I think that 
groups such as (College 
Democratsl make it clear that it's 
important and they encourage peo-
ple to think about issues like th is .. ' 
Columbia is no stranger .to politi: 
cal activism. Currently. there is a 
campus chapter of the politically-
progressive organization On the 
Ground, while Not- in Our Name, 
formed in the wake of 9/11, has 
existed on campus in the past. 
This fall, Loyola's chapter of 
Coll ege Democrats bro ught 
Howard Dean to speak at their 
school. and hundreds of students 
attended the event. Duffy and 
Novgorodoff said they hope to 
eventuall y bring politicians to 
Columbia's campus to speak, but 
they are waiting to be officially rec-
ognized to figure out their financial 
situation. 
Duffy said the SOC waived the 
Co llege Democrats' l5~member 
requi rement to get the ball roll ing 
and pro mote themselves more. He 
also said he was very interested in 
fund raising and didn'( want to re ly 
on the SOC for full funding. 
"Hopefully we'll be able to 
fundrai se," Duffy said. "The least 
amount of money we can take from 
[the SOC: I, the better." 
Duffy was voted pres ident of the 
Campus News 7 
Columbia College Democrats at the 
March 2 meeting, and the member:-. 
began planning kick-off events like 
movie nights and a possible launch 
party to draw more student interest. 
Novgorodoff also invited the 
group to join him at the monthly 
Coll ege Democrats meeting at 
Goose Island Brewery, 3535 N. 
Clark St., to meet other members of 
coll ege democratic grou ps for 
drinks and discussions. 
Until then. Duffy and other mem-
bers said they would put up fliers in 
Co lumbia's buildings announcing 
the group and their meeting times . 
as well as seeking out a faculty 
adviser. 
" I think once the word gets out. 
we should see a definite jump in 
participation, I would hope:' Duffy 
said. "From e\lerybbdy's opinions 
so far, it seems to be the general 
consensus that Columbia is a very 
liberal campus, so it kind of 
astounds me that students aren't 
more acti ve in politics. And r m 
really surprised that Columbia stu-
dents don 'I apply the knowledge 
they have and what they're learning 
in school towards their interests." 
Novgorodoff also ho pes 
Columpia's new Democratic group 
gets off the ground. and wants to 
help as much as he can. 
"For young people to get 
in volved in politics is probably 
more important than anyone else:' 
Novgorodoff said. " Because it's 
our future more thalT anyone el se's 
that is at stake here." 
The next Columbia College 
Democrats meeting is March /6 ill 
the HUB of the Jl04 Celller, Jl04 S. 
Wabash Ave. For more illforma/ioll 
011 Columbia College Democrats, 
email Ryall Dliffy af 
ryalljliuify@aol.com. 
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Student activity f~ go 
long way on campus 
o SGA votes prompt school-wide fee increase starting next semester 
Bv Chris Magnus 
CopyClliel 
Looking in through the large picture win· 
dows of the Wabash Campus Building.junior 
marketing major Chantal Lewenberg puffed 
out a billowing cloud of frozen breath as she 
laughed. 
"I've never been in there," she said. point-
ing out the Hokin Annex, thean gal lery in the 
Wabash Campus Building. 623 S . Wabash 
Ave. " Honestly, I didn ' t even know it was 
there or what it was." 
The Hokin eenier is one of.several an gal-
leries on Columbia's campus, all of which are 
staffed by Columbia students-and funded 
by their student activity fees . 
While some students may not know what 
or where many of Columbia 's locations 
designed for student activities are, even more 
may be unaware that their student activ ity 
fees are used to fund them. 
Each student must pay activity fees for 
every semester they are enrolled, including 
summer, and the payment is lumped into the 
10lal cosl of tuition. Full-time students cur-
rently pay $50 a semester and pan-timers pay 
$25 . The Student Government Assoc iation 
recently voted to raise activity fees for the 
next school year to $60 and $30. respecti ve-
ly. 
The total amount of activity fee do llars the 
school has to spend varies according to the 
number of students enrolled during any given 
semester. But, for the last full fisca l year. 
which ended in June 2004. Columbia collect-
ed $894.382 from students to pay for "vibrant 
out-or-classroom experiences," according to 
Mark Kelly. vice president of student affairs, 
whose office manages and oversees the ~udg­
eting and spending of activity fees. 
The fees fund four main categories: C-
~paces and its galleries; the Student 
Government Assoc iation and the Student 
Organization Council; Manifest; and the 
Student Programming Board. While school 
administrators said attendance is swelling 
enough at campus-held events to warrant an 
increase in activity fees, many students 
believe the school needs to do more to spread 
the word about campus events and bring stu-
dents together. . 
"We ' re appealing to our students. the 
Columbia College community and our on-
campus community for sure," said Carol Ann 
Brown, director of C-Spaces and its galleries. 
"Our attendance has gone up dramatically 
this year because there are more students liv-
ing on campus now than ever before." 
But many students like Lewenberg feel left 
out in the cold despite the mo re than 
$200,000 the school said it spends annually 
ad vertising for C-Spaces and its events. 
"What is C-Spaces? I don't know what that 
is," said Sandy Alford , 20, while stocking 
books in Columbia's Follel Bookstore, 624 S. 
MiChigan Ave. "If they had Usher come 
through, I'd go check that out." 
The exhibition galle ries and rooms that C-
Spaces has avai lable to them can ho ld 
between 250 and 300 students. which. 
according to Brown, suits the ga lleries' cur-
rent needs, especia lly for their most popular 
student events. Wise Ass and· Big Mouth. 
They drew an average of 175 and 250 stu-
de nts respectively last year, Kelly said . 
Brown said turnou t for the events has 
increased this year, with both events nearly 
tilling their respective rooms. 
C-Space::.. Columbia's co llectio n o f 
showrooms and fOllr art galleries, has a fi~­
ca l-yea r budget of abo ut $570,625 . funded 
so lely by ~tudent ac tivity fees. ':Kcording 
to Brown. That mone y pays fo r the sa laries 
of full - and part -time staff; wages fo r fac-
ull)' <Ind students: supplies and services. 
including talent and advert ising: facil ity 
upkeep, and furni shings ~Uld artwork. 
accord ing to the Student Activity Fee 
Allocation report provided by the Office of 
Stude nt Affai rs. 
Of C·Spaces· budget . more than half, 
$354,475. is spent on staff wages for the gal-
leries. 
"We employ a web mistress. two ga llery 
coordinators. and many studenlS thro ughout 
the year," Brown said. "We bring [students ) 
in for any amount of temporary or part-time 
work. We cou ldn ' t get by without them." 
Still , some students said they believe stu-
dent activity fees shouldn 't pay for staffing or 
salaries. 
"Persona ll y. I feel that those salaries 
should be paid for by tuitio n dollars," said 
Mike Gallo, Student Government 
Association president and a senior graphic 
design major. 
Kelly. however. disagreed with Gallo's 
assessment. and said that without the C-
Spaces staff, Columbia wou ld not have the 
"wonderful campus events that make it the 
colorful place it is." 
"If activi ty fees didn ' t pay for those 
salaries and wages, then tuition would pay for 
them, so students would be paying for them 
one way or another," Kell y said. " [The way it 
is nowl , students get control and oversight of 
how their do llars are spent." 
Of C-Spaces' budget from activity fees, 
nearl y 6.5 percent is spent on purchasing stu-
dent artwork from the galleries to decorate 
campus hall ways and offices. 
"AII artwork purchased is done by stu-
dents ," Brown said, "and [pricing it] is part of 
their learning experience. I te ll them. 'You 
need to price your own work ... ' 
The art work often sells for between $300 
and $ 1.500. according to Brown. 
Columbia's student-run organizations, the 
SGA and the SOC, are given the second 
largest sum of activi ty fee money-
$ 174,582- Kelly said. The SGA is given a 
budget of $50,(X)(). while the SOC receives 
$80,000, with extra money to hand out to var-
ious on-campus clubs and organizatio ns, 
according to Dominic Cottone, director of 
student leadership and supervisor to the SOC. 
"[The SGA] aclS as a bridge between the 
students, faculty, staff and administration to 
make recommendations for things that we 
would like to see done with the dollars." 
Gallo said. 
Currently, the bulk of the allowance for the 
SGA and SOC allowance is spent on supplies 
and services, which include lecturers and per-
fanners . as well as airfare and hotel and con-
ference fees. 
Gallo said the travel and accommodations 
that the SGA pays for out of activity fees are 
for a trip to the Higher Education Advisory 
Committee and a retreat to help the govern-
ment bond and gel to know each other. 
Manifest. the school's annual outdoor fes-
tival showcasing student work from a diverse 
selecti.Qn· of departments, highlights the work 
of graduating seniors and graduate students. 
The festival continues to grow bigger and 
bigger every year, accord ing to Manifest 
coordinator Ania Greiner. 
" Manifest is really cool and a lot of fun," 
said Kelly Knight, a second B.A. student 
majoring in digital media and technology. 
"I 'd like to see them pump that up and maybe 
combine it with an inlernship fair. That way 
students could showcase and network at the 
same time." 
Mani fest is allocated $134. 175 from acti v-
'i ty fees to spend, accord ing to ihe Office of 
Student Affairs. The majority of its money 
gccs toward advertising. printing and cater-
ing services. 
The re.:ipie nt o f the le~st ;lnmun! o f student 
activity fee fi nances is the Studclll 
Programming Board. Its budget ofS I5.000., 
used for bringing in speakers and setting lip 
evenlS at Columbia's ven ues. according to j t ~ 
website. 
"The budget is su small bee'luse we don'l 
rea lly have an y ve nues large enough to ha ve 
an y reull y big names come here." sa id 
McClain, an SOC senalor. "The easy solution 
would be to ha ve a student center and a I3rge 
venue wi thin that student center." 
Campus News 9 
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the board of trustees that aren't on board." center. classroom space or performance 
McLain said student representati ves are space. 
not allowed to attend trustee meetings, and "Obviously. there's no way we' re going to 
they have to go through a third party for break ground this year:' Gallo said. "But 
their proposals to be heard. {the administration I reall y needs to foclls on 
"The board of trustees has sho wn a fundrai sing." 
lack of support, from what we 've been told ," The college opened an account for the stu-
McLain said. "They don't quile understand dent center. but there is only one known 
or feel that a $2 million build ing is the fi rst deposit to the account, McLain said- from 
thing we need and we beg to differ." Mark Kell y. vice president o f student affai rs. 
Columbia's President, Dr. Warrick L. "[ Kell y) is 100 percen t [beh ind the stu-
Carter. and Alicia Berg. vice pres ident of dent centerJ." McLain said . "He has donated 
campus enviro n- r':;i;;;::-::-:~-:;:-~~;-~-::---;;--;-;--:---' a large sum of 
ment , are on board. mo ney. personall y. 
according to the stu- to the student center. 
dent affairs commit- And it is the unly 
tee 's mo nthl y money that has been 
report. The report raised." 
also states that col- Kell y was 
legewide support for unavail ab le for 
the center is now comment. 
more establi shed Talks on a student 
than it was a few center ha ve been 
years back. happen ing regularl y 
"There's not an [college] ... in thi s coun- between the student government and Alicia 
try that does not have a student center," Berg in the Office of Campus Environment 
Mclain said . in the past months, and now other commit-
McLain and Michael Gallo, SGA presi- tees of the counci l are also di scussing the 
dent, told the counci l that their ma in concern specifics. 
about planning a student center is the lack of "IThe student centerJ is definitely be ing 
a fundraising campaign for the blli lding if it talked about more these days around cam-
is eventually approved . pus," said Shanita Akintonde. marketing 
Mark Lloyd, assistant vice president of communicatio n facult y member and cha ir o f 
marketing and communications. said the the student affairs committee for the college 
school is not planning fo r a $2 million build- council. 
ing-the numbers are hi gher than that. Berg has hired arc hitect Linda Searl to 
" We're not talking about a building that's make a presentatio n during a March 8 SGA 
$2 millio n," Lloyd said . "You can' t build a meeting, whic h McLain hopes mJny stll -
$2 million build ing here. We're tal king dents attend to ensure that their efforts arc 
much closer to the $30 million figure. Any not in vain. 
reference to $2 mil1ionjusl isn't realistic. not " With a project as dear to the students' 
here in the South Loop of Chicago." hearts as a student centerl " MeLlin saiJ, " I 
Lloyd also said the reason the board of hope that future student leaders wi ll make it 
trustees may not back the student center is their No. I priority that nothing gets planned 
because they ha ve a variety o f space con- or built without making sure that student s 
cems to worry about and they need to eval- have their input into what they want and 
uate which space takes priority: the student what they want this place to look like .... 
Women in t 
24th Annual Intern I Fil & Video Festival 
March 16 -20, 2005 
Chicago Cultural Center, 78 East Washington SI. 
Join us for the largest and longest-running women's film and video 
festival in the US. This year's festival offers 20 programs with 
over 110 new films and videos from women around the world. 
Special opening night benefit dinner reception featuring Miranda 
July with introduction by Roger Ebert. For full schedule visit 
www.widc.org 
Public programs at the Chicago Cultural Center are presented 
by the City of Chicago Department of Cultural AffaIrs and are 
partIally supported by a grant from the Illinois Arts CounCil. a state agency 
~ChiCagO cultural center (312)744-6630 www.chicago culturalcente r.org 
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SPACES 
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
CALL FOR WORK 
POLYTHEISM OF GENDER 
This Is a call for work In any media that responds to how society 
constructs gender. for an April exhibit In the Hokln Gallery. 
The callis open to all Columbia College Chicago students. 
Society has created gender Idols. These many headed gods dictate 
the ways we Interact with one another. Th ey shape how we view our 
Identity. or sex and our sexual tty. 
Drop off work for review along with any special presentation needs 
at the Hakln Annex, 623 S. Wabash Avenue, first floor. 
DROP OFF DATES: 
MONDAY, MARCH 21-
WEDNESDAY, MARCH-
23RD (5PM CUT-OFF) 
Work curated by members of Arts Community 
Student Organization. 
Questions? Contact: Julie Caffey 312/ 344 
7696 or Jcaffey@ilcolum,edu 
r. ... _~."'. ~ b) 1 r.~C;"...," ."d . :14 C<>m ... ",n,fJo St~dul D'~~ ft lun.ft I ClS~~< • • It ~ ~M.lnn " , 
S ' ''M~' "' "o~"'~nHd~) "~cI ... ' ft,"'.UJI • • • . 
March 7, 2005 
Cc] SPACES 1:; A D1Vl :;lOIJ OF STuDEIJT AFFAlf<5; F UIJ[)£l) E IJTIf<E LY BY STuD8JT ACTNITY FE:E.S. 
. -----. ---GSpElces.colum.edu -
March 7, 2005 
[c ] ~ "L,~~, ~ II IHOKIN IIcoCneanweavi GAllERY , ' C £ N T E R tE r 
SPA C E S L--J I I 
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUM81A COllEGE CHICAGO 
C33 Gallery 
33 E Congress, first floor 
hours: M-Th 9-7, F 9-5 
Sat. by appt. 
:rhe Endless War: Paintings by Susanna T=-sc=:hc:.:u::::r~tz=--__ _ 
February 14, 2005-April 1, 2005 
Thursday, March 1. 5· 7pm. Reception with the Artist; l ecture at 6pm by Co lumbia College history instructor Ray Lohne 
Born in Romania in 1938, Chicago-based artist Susanna Tschurtz became a refugee in war-ravaged Europe at age six. Tschunz 
spent eight years of her young life in a refugee camp until she was able to immigrate to the United States in 1952. Her unique 
work transforms the experiences of her ch ildhood il'lto universa l human suffering and serves as a reflection of the contemporary 
struggle against inhumanity in places such ~s Yugoslavia, New York City on 9/ 11, Afghanistan, Sudan, and Iraq. 
Co-sponsored by ICJSpaces, and the Department of liberal Education. 
Glass CURTAIN Gallery 
1104. Wabash first floor 
hours: T, W, F, 9-5, M, Th 9-7 
Sat. by appt. 
Creati-ve Space: Fifty years of Robert Blackburn's Printmaking 
Worksho 
January 31-March 25, 2005 
Thursday, February 24, S-8pm, Reception; Slide lecture at 6pm by Deborah Cullen, co-curator of Creative Space 
Robert Bl c:ckburn, who died in 2003, changed the course of American art through his graphic work and the Printmaking 
Workshop, which he founded in 1948. Creative Space includes selections of Blackburn 's pioneering abstract color lithography 
and a wide array of prints by noted students and co llaborators. This is a library of Congress exhibition made possible throug 
the generous support of Merrill l ynch. 
Albert P. Weisman Memo[ial Scholarshi 
February 14, 2005-March 19,2005 
Hokin Gallery 
623 S. Wabash Ave, first floor 
hours: M-Th 9-7, F 9-5 
Sat. by appt. 
Exhibition 
The Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship Fund was established in 1974 to encourage Columbia College students to 
complete 
projects in all fields of communications. 
------- ---- -------eheek-otlt-bhe -eerlender!·-------
Civil 
Activism intheArts 
COLUMBIA COlLEGE CH1CAOO·S 
Women's History Month 
M.\RCH 20011 
.. 
II 1 JU[lcht.iwe ~;il 
1(1. 
KENT WITH PEOPLES 
Wednesday March 9, 2005 
12 p.m. - 2 p.m. 
623 S. Wabash 1st Floo, 
Hokin Gallery 
WWW.KENTWITHPEOPLES.COM 
[C]SPACES IS A DIVISION OF STuDENT AFFAIRS) FUNDED E NTIRELY I3Y STuDENT ACTIVITY FEES. 
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Briefs from colleges 
across the country 
School sales 
New state-of-the-art technol-
ogy. act ive lea rnin g throug h 
small classrooms and a new 
building for the school of man-
agement are all items used to 
market Syracuse Univers ity to 
prospect ive students. 
But there arc dilTerences o f 
opimon among members of the 
unive rsity community about a 
recent Brown University report 
claiming colleges ha ve beco me 
increasingly market-driven in 
attempts to lure the best s tu-
dents. 
W hile one SU administrator 
said the report's findings are an 
overstatement of the obvious, 
anOlher looked at the college's 
expendi tures as a marketing 
dev ice. 
According to the report. co l-
leges are uSing brand new 
buildings, posh res idence hall s 
and other things wi th little edu-
ca tiona l va lue . to impress 
prospective students enough to 
attend. 
David Smith, vice president 
of enrollment at SU, is taking 
the survey as both a put down 
and a compliment. 
Smith also said insti tutions 
acting financ ially responsible 
and businesslike in their doings 
wi ll benefit students with better 
professors and faci lities . 
Todd Alessandri , an assi stant 
professor at the Martin J . 
Whi tman School of 
Management, said he felt the 
students' best interest is always 
more important, but it really 
comes down to keeping SU stu-
dents happy. 
Smith said being businesslike 
is not incompatible wi th acade-
mia , no r is it "a shameful 
thlOg" because it is no t a do llar-
for-dollar tradeoff. A new fool-
ball stadIUm wi ll nol neccssari-
Iy take away funding from the 
chemistry department , Smith 
sa id. 
Students ag ree that while 
they don't want out-of-date 
amenities, a new building 
should not matter when they' re 
choosing a school. 
Radiating education 
From Teenage Mlltal/t Ninja 
Tllrtles 10 Spider-Man, movies 
portray radiation as a lethal , 
unpredictable and uocontrol-
lable force of nalure. 
Two Oregon State Un iversity 
nuclear engineering seniors 
hope to change thi s perception 
in the minds of local middle 
schoolers, and they now have 
the cash to do so. 
Kati Gray and Sarah Kleeb 
are the current and forme r pres-
idents, respectively. of the uni-
ve rs ity's chapter of the 
American Nuclear Society. 
The two wrote a proposa l that 
won the chaple r a $ 1,000 grant 
for "Nuclear Engineering 
Education for the 
Disadvantaged." 
Their education programs are 
designed as broad outreach to 
student s who might someday 
apply for nuclear sc ience pro-
grams. Gray and Kleeb run a 
Saturday Academy class called 
The Footprints of Radiation for 
local middle school s tudent s 
that earned them an ANS 
award . They hope to expand 
their outreach programs into 
high school chemistry and 
physics classes. Kleeb said. 
They will use the grant to buy 
a cloud chamber. an education-
al de v ice that shows v is ible 
tracks of radi atio n emissions 
wi thin clouds of co ld super-
condensed vapor. as we ll as 
radiatio n detectors and other 
equipment to benefit thei r 
Teaching for peace 
KRT 
Tutors from Loyola University Chicago are In Havana, 
Cuba , teaChing English to low-Income adults after receiving 
a 5425,000 grant from the U.S. Government. Ottlclala hope 
the funda given to the program will help bring the nlUonl 
together. 
Helping hands 
KRT 
Kathy Graves instructs Valencia Community College nursing student Jeffrey Sinsko on 
how to take vital signs at MD Anderson Cancer Center in Orlando, Fla. Valencia 's multi-
campus college educates more than 55,000 students a year. 
class . Gray and Kleeb also hope 
to create a Girl Scout badge 
about atomic science to parallel 
the merit badge available to 
Boy Scouts. 
The leftover grant money 
will stay with the chapter after 
Gray and Kleeb graduate . Gray 
and Kleeb say they will give 
studen ts tours of the universi-
ty's reactor. 
Meal plan controversy 
In an effort to bring an end to 
mandatory meal plans for on-
campus students at University of 
Marytand, John Wyrwas and John 
Brinjak have crt"ated a website, 
www.mcalplanssuck.com. to get 
support from other students. 
Brinjak, a freshman English 
and linguis ti cs major, and 
Wyrwas, a sophomore electri-
cal engineering and physics 
major, spent more than 10 
hours during winte r break cre-
ating the site, which provides a 
forum through w hich students 
can speak out against the 
mandatory resident meal plan. 
The s ite includes information 
abo ut dining plans at the uni-
versity, reasoning for reforming 
the plans and information about 
the mea l programs at schoo ls 
without mandatory meals . 
The ca tal yst, Wyrwas said , 
was a UM Diamo ndback story 
about Reg inald Renwick , an 
o n-campus res ide nt who ca lled ' 
NewsChannel 8 's NewsTalk 
program during univers ity 
Pres ident Dan Mote's gues t 
appearunce to ask why on-
campus rcsidents ure required 
to purchusc u mcn l pilln, to 
w hic h Mot e repli ed thc)' 
sho uldn ' t be. 
Already plotting a campaign 
in the summer. Wyrwlls, the 
vice president for the olicHe 
I"urk Ubcrtilrilllt!l, brought on 
BrinJuk, the s rOUI) '" sec retory, 
und the s ite WII S Ibunched. 
Libertoriunll advocate individ-
ual liberty, pcnonal re8ponlli~ 
bility and a frce-market econo-
my, 
Wyrw .. , a nonmcol plall 
hold in» lIudent, .old hi. desire 
to refonn the plan comes from 
an "altruistic motive."_ 
He said the monopoly created 
by the mandatory ptans docs 
not allow students to purchase 
meals anywhere but in campus 
dining halls. 
Freedom reigns 
.~t~dent~ at th,e "V, niversity of 
Clncmnatl got a firsthand 
account of 23 years behind bars 
Feb. 24 from the same man four 
of them helped to free from a 
prison sentence he received 
more than two decades ago. 
Gary Reece, 45, served 23 
years of a 7S-year sentence 
after being charged with a 1979 
rape and attempted murder of a 
Cleve land woman. Students 
working wilh the Ohio 
Innocence Project at the uni-
versity 'S College of Law , 
reviewed the case and found 
enough evidence to persuade a 
parole board to grant Reece 
parole. . 
After years in prison, Reece 
sa id, he is having some difficul~ 
ty adjusti ng to his newfound 
freedom . 
Reece expressed his utmost 
praise for the four law students 
invo lved wilh his re lease . 
Those s tudents, Megan 
Maag, Alison DeVilliers, 
Marion Haynes and Fred 
Sowar, said they share an equal 
Sense of connection with 
Reece. 
"Gary wi tl be a big champion 
of Ihe cause," said SOWIlf, who 
will work on other cases with 
the !troup. "He'll be working 
with tht Innocence Project in 
the future ." 
The opportunity to Inkc part 
in rreeing u wrongfully accused 
inmate is un extra special rush 
for MIIDH, a senior law student. 
She .aid workill8 with Reece 
was run and something she 
never thought ' he could do in 
law schoot. 
Reece ur,ed the taw Itudents 
lilt he red in front of him 
Thuraday to help free at lealt 
one wronllfully impriloned per-
.on durlna their time In Ichool, 
There is nothing better you can 
do for anyone but give them 
your time, he sai'd. 
With his new freedom and . 
extra time, Reece said he is 
looking forward to the rest of 
his life. 
Gender gap goes on 
For more 'than fS years 
wome'n Hav'e~6utn'funbt:red' ni~'~ ' 
on the Northern Illinois 
University campus. 
The fact that there are 2,150 
more females than males 
enrolled this year is not a sur-
prise to Bob Burk. NIU's dU:ec~ 
tor of admissions. -.-. 
Burk agrees that for the most 
pan admission has always been 
that way, and through the years 
they have actually tried to 
recruit more men so they would 
have enough males for sports 
programs and residence halls. 
In 1986, the campus was 54.6 
percent female compared to 
53 .7 percent in 2003. 
The numbers make sense to 
sophomore geography major 
Trevor Kershaw. 
"First of all, there are more 
women in the population, and 
secondly, there aren ' t as many 
unskilled jobs avaitable for 
women," Kershaw said. " . 
mean, people don't think of 
construction jobs as a woman 's 
domain." 
Burk said the higher female 
population at NIU may have 
something to do with the heavy 
population of education majors, 
which tend 10 be morc female 
than male . . 
Nina Dorsch. the chair of the 
Department of Teaching and 
Learning, said more females 
pursue a degree 'in education 
because of the gcndered nature 
of the fietd. 
Amy Levin, director of the 
women's studies proaraln Slid 
that traditionally nlO'" women 
pu"ue teacher certification for 
education or early childhood 
education than men. 
- COlfl/liltd by A/aft J. Bobr 
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Colleges give low-income students tuition reprieve 
o Harvard University to offer students free education if families make less than $40.000 a year 
By Lynn Franey 
KRT 
Jason Prau was no math whiz 
in high school . but he can under-
stand how bad the odds arc for 
low-income siudems like him 10 
gradu.!lc rrom college. 
Just :.. ix QuI of 100 kids from 
families making less th an 
$35.000 J ycar earn a bachelor's 
degree by the time they are 24. 
In families making morc than 
$90.000 a year. 5 1 oul of 100 
kids grad uate. 
As college tuition skyrockets 
and financial aid for low- income 
students stagnates. it 's no sur-
pri se the gap has grown in the 
past 30 years. 
That gap is prompting an 
increasing number o f colleges to 
take act ion. 
Some. including Prau 's 
.school, Northwest Missouri 
State University, g ive low-
income students more money 
for co ll ege. 
Harvard Uni vers ity now 
pledges that students from fami -
lies making less than $40.000 a 
year wi ll pay nothing. 
More schools have joined 
College Goal Sunday program. 
which makes college financia l 
aid counse lors ava{lab le for free 
to students and their families to 
help fill out the complicated fed -
eral financial aid form . 
Some are working to give di s-
advantaged children a vision of 
themselves as college material 
by bringing them to campus at 
ever-earlier ages for summer 
programs. 
"Colleges and universi ties are 
v'er:~ heavily i'nvested in this and 
ve ry anxious to do the right 
' -
thing for the nat ion by boosting 
achievement:' said Terry Hartle. 
sen io r vice president at the 
American Counci l on Ed uca tion 
in Washington. D.C. 
Nationally. colleges make 
more grants to low-income stu-
dents than the federal and state 
governments combi ned. 
The problem is that poorly 
perform ing wea lth y children are 
tuition, room and board for the hi ghest-achieving student s. 
qualified students whose fami- Often they are from families 
lies earn less than $30,000. The \vit hou t mucb experience with 
studen~s must pitch in S 1.500 a higher education. That mean~ 
year and apply for other aid. they need eX ira help wilh eol-
Not being from a well-off lege ilnd financia l aid applica-
family presents many education- lions and extra SuppOri o nce 
al challenges. experts say. they gel to college. through 
Many attend inferior high tutoring or help navigating th e 
schools that do n' ~ have the same bureaucracy. 
academic resources and Ange la Lindsey-Nunn, a 36-
~== 
closed private ScllOOI in Sa-lin.1. 
But after a YC;lr she couldn't 
afford it. She left with debt that 
took her yeOlrs to payoff. 
After a di vorce, L11ldst: y-
unn. who has a se izure disor-
der. and her t\\ O children h\cd 
on $400 a month for a lime 
Now, after quitting work 
under her doctor'!,> orders, she 
has enrolled at K U. She gets (h~­
ability benefit~ and is ; tud Ylllg 
wildlife conserva tio n. 
While applauding efforts to 
make college more affordable 
and access ible. o ne cr itic of 
higher education says the 
changes aren't enough to close 
Ihe ga p. 
Presi dent Bush wants to 
increase the amount of Pell 
Grants. the main fede ral aid pro4 
gram for poor students . But the 
amount of th e proposed increase 
would do littl e to make the pro-
gram catch up wi th tuition, 
which cont inues to ri se much 
faster than inflation. 
The lack of commitment by 
state and fede ral government 
disturbs Tom Mortenson. a high4 
er education po li cy analyst in 
Iowa. 
Jason Pratt, 19, a fi rst year student at Northwest Missouri State, is a recipient of a new financial 
aid program grant called American Dream Grant. 
"What are we doing here? If 
we limit (higher education) to 
people who come from the most 
pr ivileged backgrounds. are we 
say ing to the poor, like the 
immigrants moving to Iowa, 
'Sorry. You can clean out our 
homes. You can weed our gar-
dens. But you don't have a shot 
at what we have created here for 
ourse lves.'" Mortenson said. 
"It·s just un4American. We 
ought to hang our heads in di s-
grace." 
as likely to go to college as the 
most academica ll y talented poor 
children. Hart le said . 
Colleges know something has 
to be done . 
North west Missouri State 
introduced the American Dream 
Grant program (his school year. 
In the first two years it pays 
strengths as better-off public or 
private schools. 
Many must work long hours 
to help their families, hurting 
their chances of doing well in 
school and on standardized 
tests. That, in turn . means they 
are less likely to earn the scho l-
a rships and grants set aside for 
year-old Un ivers ity of Kansas 
st udent, knows the struggles of 
the poor to earn a bachelor's 
degree. 
She grew up in Salina, Kan., 
o ne of four children of a s ingle 
mother who emigrated from 
Asia. After high school she went 
to Marymount College, a now-
-'fu 
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High-school seniors not measuring up 
o Family Income a factor In skyrocketing drop-out rates among students, according to Education Testing Service_researchers 
By Alan J. Baker 
Associ.l. Edilo, 
At a time of year when many 
high school students are planning 
for graduation and college transi-
tions this fall. a recent study shows 
that one-third of students in 
American high schools won't 
even graduate. 
Ech~c:.:a tion Testing Service, the 
world's largcst testing and educa-
tiomd Nganiz3tion. released a 
rc.: port entitled One-Third of a 
Nallon: Rising Dropout Rates and 
DCl' lining Opportunities. reb. 13. 
wh1ch det:l.1led the iOl.:reasing high 
SdlOOI dropout rate during the la sl 
decade. ~ 
"We are ~ert.:1inly (.'oncerned 
about the dropou t ralC .lIld how 
eXlensivc the problem is:' said 
Michael Pons. news media servic-
es manager for the Nationill 
Education Association. 
Education Testing Service per-
fonned a 10-year study between 
1990 and 20CXJ in an effort to track 
high school grad uation rales in the 
United States. The results show 
the graduation rate in 43 states had 
declined. 10 by 8 percent or more. 
The study showed that only 
Seven states had decreased 
dropou l rates: . Californ ia, 
Connec ticut, Maryland , Utah. 
\\lest Virginia. Rhode Island and 
Vermont. 
Vermont had the largest estimal-
ed rate of high school students 
gradu.lting, with 88.2 percent in 
2000 followed by Connecticut at 
85 .4 percent. Arizona was the 
poorest performing state. with 
onl y abou t 55 percent of its high 
M:hool students graduating. 
Educa ti on Testing Service 
researchers are still unsure as to 
why so many students are drop--
ping out. but they have narrowed 
it down to a few factors, including 
the number of parents li ving in the 
home and the history of changing 
schools. 
Family income, in regards to 
parents being working profess ion-
als with a bachelor's degree or 
higher. also made a difference in 
predicling graduation. 
.. As 'student dropout rates 
inneilse. there arc fewer and 
fewer govelllmeni funded SC(.'ond 
chance~ programs:' said Tom 
Ewing. a spokesman for 
Education Testing Services. 
Ewing pointect out that in 1977 
the government funnelt:d roughly 
$ 15 billion into such programs. 
while today there is rough ly $3 
billion being contri buted. 
Maryland started a government-
funded program in 1985. 
Ma ry land's Tomorrow. aimed at 
giving ex tra support to students at 
risk of not graduat ing. 
" It was a statewide program and 
the federal funding has ended. so 
now most of the programs be ing 
offered across the state nave 
closed down." sa id Mike 
Kalanski, supervisor of the Adult 
Education Programs at 
Mary land's Tomorrow. 
"Baltimore County is the only 
county where the program is sti ll 
in existence." 
The Mary land 's Tomorrow pro-
gram starts working with student.s 
in the ninth grade who show cer-
rain characterist ics that pUllhem at 
risk of dropping OUI. Counselors 
meet with parents to discuss the 
program and applications must be 
filled out to enroll . 
'1'his .year we have 500 stu-
dents located throughout fi ve high 
schools," said Kalanski, adding 
that when the program first started 
there were close to 7,500 students 
enrolled across the state. 
Personal management, study 
ski lls and a strong relationship 
betwc.:en the students and adu lts 
are key aspects of the course. 
wh ich <Ire taught in small classes 
so teachers can interact on a per-
sonal basis with their students. 
Attendance is closely monitored 
and the slaff call s the homes of 
students when they don't show up 
for class. Teachers have gone to 
the ex treme by leaving school to 
pick up students who are skipping. 
"For the last four years I can tell 
you that 98 percent of the seniors 
in the program have graduated," 
Kalanski said. 
The small class size and person-
al attention is auributed to the suc-
cess of Maryland 's Tomorrow, 
according to Kalanski. 
"Creating specialty programs 
within schools will help make 
them relevant and engaged with 
the li ves of the students:' Pons 
said. 
Though Pons admits it would be 
helpful if schools were smaller, he 
would like to see more interaction 
between parents and students. 
"Parental involvement drops off 
after eighth grade , while they 
should be there for support." Pons 
said . 
At the Nationa l Governor's 
Association's High School 
Summit on Feb. 27 , U.S. 
Secretary of Education Margaret 
Spellings sa id , "Getting every 
chi ld to graduate high school 
with a meaningfu l diploma in 
their hands is one of the biggest 
challe'nges our country faces." 
To keep students in school. 
Pres ident George W. Bush pro-
posed more than $1 .2 billion 
toward programs aimed at 
dropout prevention. Governors 
and states can use the money to 
create vocat ional and technical 
cente rs as we ll as college 
awareness programs, according 
to Spellings. 
The recent funding proposal 
is part o f a larger High School 
In itiati ve that a lso includes 
more funding for scholar pro-
grams, teacher incentives and 
advanced plaeement programs, 
The governors of Virginia. 
Arkansas , Wisconsin and 
Minnesota are work ing with 
Spellings to push the reform 
forward. 
"Call it what yo u want , a 
challenge. a problem or a crisis. 
But it is imperative that ~e give 
our high schools the too ls to 
succeed in an economy," 
Spellings said. 
The United States is now 
10th internationally in high 
school completion, trailing the 
Czech Republic and Japan, 
according to the Paris-based 
Organisation for EC""ondmic Co-
operation and Development. 
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3.14 Monday 
PERFORMANCE 
IN THE !lPIRrT: PERfORMANCE DUO 
EMILY HOOPER lAN5ANA AND GLENOA 
ZAHRA BAKER 
2·4PM, HOKIN HAll 
Alru:an Slorytetling and ml,:slc with African-
All"K:!rican Cultural E~petlence Class. 
hUp;,// yovrfa\loritestorY\ellers.orglbaker·tal"lSana.html 
3.15 Tuesday 
PANEL DISCUSSION 
Rot: V. WADE:WlLl IT BE OVERTURNEOr 
MODERATED BY ROSE ECONOMOU 
lOAM-12PM, HOKIN ANNEX 
AddiUonalllaneliSt.<; T8A.. A disCOJSSion of the Ihreal against 
women's right to choose. 
3.16 Wednesday 
PERFORMANCE 
IT HURTS WORSt: TO BRfAK A lEGiHI::"AT:OS 
NlCOLE GARNEAU 
6-7PM, HOKIN ANNEX 
.,.ww.rll!:oI~l r/laCllJ.(;Oln 
3 .17 Thursday 
PERFORMANCE 
16 GRANDMOTHERS CURATED 8Y SEAU O'REILLY 
1-4PM, HOKIN ANNEX 
16 short pieces by und al>Ou{ G".mdrnothe~ lnclH{l!ng a 
vallety ot PGr formers from CoIurr.bm Couege Ch:C<ig<) an~ 
the Ch.cago ar IS ccmmunrty. 
WWW.curlOUstheatert;ranch.com 
PERFORMANCE 
BIG MOUTti: SIiO\o'.'CASING DIVERSE TALENT OF 
WOMEN OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO AND 
FEATURING SOUL PEOPLE 
6-10PM, "OKIN A.NNEX 
LECTURE 
ALlSON SAAR 
6:3O-7:30PM, 623 WABASH, RM. 203 
Through the r etJse oflTl8tenals. folk lor e. and r E:ferel~ces 
to ·rtlrl'~ spintuollty. Saar creates compe;; i:'j& flg:Jrtltivc 
sculptures, Chicf nmong har works ;s "Sleepmg Beauty: 
currently un t!xhibU 3t tt ll~ Haroh l Washillg:o!l Lihr-ar y. 
~ 
Y:., (\ 
, , """ '" /,,~ ,%"'~ fJ;,;" \ 
'1'fW t;' v' -
PERfORMANCE 
COMPAGNIE TCH~TCHE 
AN All.·FEMAt.E F.NSEMBU. FROM COn: D'tVOIRF. 
DIREOm BY BEA TRICE KOMa 
&PM. THE DANCE CENTER 
T~kets: $20·$24 (student diSC"'."unts ijvailaole) 
Call: 312 344 8300, WWW ,(jancecenter .org 
3.18 Friday 
LECTURE 
(OMr"-Ci/lli ~:);(TO,r: 
I';.I}'lCH 
WOU:(,A.'lC w('ME~ 
ERICA RASMUSSEN: MUTABLE 
REfLEcnONS: HISTORIC AND 
CONTEMPORARY PAPER GARMENTS 
6:30PM, CBPA 
She WII! CO\'f!l the HVolulion of p;:;!:el clOlh · 
jill from t h~ 10ttt «!!ltur)' to the prliSt:1lt 
With examples 11 001 8 rourKl the world. 
~~ llAiIMthV.H: AlJ", O«f~~ 
PERfORMANCE 
COMPA.GNIE TCH£1'CHt: 
BPM, THE DANCE CENTER 
Columbia tJ 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
Civil ~ 
Activism intheArts 
COLUMmA OOL.L£Qt CHICAGO'$ 
Women's History Month 
MA.~200S 
THI S WEEK 
3.8 Tuesday 
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY 
PANEL DISCUSSION 
WOMEN IN BUSH'S 
AMERICA: NEW 
OIRECTIONS, NEW 
CONNECTIONS FOR 
ARTISTS AND ACTIVISTS 
12:3()'2:30PM 
SPOf\"~OAW8V [CISPACES, !HE tlBEAAI. EDlJCAllO" Cf. PAAiMlNT AND mE 
'J,QIA£tl ANO ""NOUI ~IUCoILS J.,II1NOlt 
Speakers: SHARON POWELL Uberal Education 
Faculty / MARGARET DEPPE , Peace Activist / 
NICOLE GARNEAU ,Performance Artist / DARA 
GREENW ALO and RACHEL CAIDOR Pink Bloque 
/ MARGIE SCHAPS ,Executive Director, Health 
and Medicine Policy Resear chs 
Moderator: JANE SAKS . Director, Center for 
Women in Arts and Media, Columbia College 
Chicago. 
www.colum.edu/undergraduate/ liberaled 
3.9 Wednesday 
"".M~ : fM(lM PfJlfOll""-"K1' 11'fN(OU ("lUNl,",U,'IoJojO NOr,. ~:Ii(.;.r 
R~C;I:,rT .. I'W)TOGIIAnl<H $Y ~mcr: MARA!,\; 
PERFORMANCE 
IT HUR TS WORSE TO BREAK A LEG/HEA T:OS 
NICOLE GARNEAU WITH SASS BOX 
PERFORMANCE ENSEMBLE 
6-7PM, HOMIN ANNEX 
Calt your elders during these communjty~part ic ipa~ 
tion events as par t of the HEAT:05 series of daily 
performances marking the 1.995 Chicago heat 
wave disaster, NICOLE WILL PERFORM THIS 
EACH WEDNESDAY IN MARCH, 
www.nlcolegarneau.com 
TICT@C 
•• ~ .. Oll o,jA .. ~r OIl" ,~ .,,~. 
[C] 
S PAC~8 
"" """""' 
http://cspaces.colum.edu 
3.10 Thursday 
PERFORMANCE 
WISE-ASS COMEDY NIGHT FEATURING BLAIRE 
7:0()'9:30PM, HOMIN ANNEX 
http:// cspaces.colum.edu 
3.11 Friday 
RECEPTION 
PAPER ADORNMENT EXHIBITION 
5:3()'7:30PM 
CENTER FOR BOOM & PAPER ARts (CBPA) 
(FoV"( k .... "X'.fIWot(NT) ~_~l"S-"" {'( (N Qli.iN Ptlty.;NAt. IA,X!, ' .. ,.~> POtr.,>l~1 
~lk: ! l""'I'1:!;'(o\'~_I OW;It.I .II>: I'1 )'\. IfJ04 
15 
16 COMMENTARY 
. c· 
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Columbia-at a crossroads OUrOFTOON 
I f you haven't read CQlumbia's 2010 plan recently, you should-
it's a fascinating document. 
The 2010 plan, 
Columbia 's strategic road 
map for the next five years, . 
spe ll s oul a simple goal: To 
be the best student-centered 
arts and . media college in 
the world. . 
To get there, the plan 
(easily located by searching 
for "2010" on 
www.co lum.edu) has bro-
ken the process down into 
five main areas: learning. 
enrol lment, affordability, 
campus and marketing. 
Each of these areas has a 
separate set of goals, such 
as p'rogram development, 
recruitment, campus life OJ 
arts and media practice, 
along with assigned respon-
sibi liti es for success and 
ways to measure how far 
along we've come. 
It 's a daunting set of 
tasks. but Columbia is. well 
on its way. Enrollment has 
crossed the 10,000 student 
mark , making Calumbia the 
secand largest private inSti-
tution of higher learning in 
the state. Besides enra iling 
more students, the schaal is 
keeping mare af them 
araund, as retentian rates 
have increased. ... 
And the University 
Cente r of Chicago, other-
wise known . as the 
"Superdorm," has apened, 
adding a new dimensian to' 
campus life. It m'ore than 
doubled the number af stu-
dents who li ve 01;1 campus 
full time, opening up new 
ways to' use the schaal and 
fostering ney.' opportuni~ies 
for growth in the South 
Loop. 
All in all , Columbia is 
marching down the .road to 
greatness. 
But there are obstacles in 
the road: Columbia faces a 
number of challenges, any 
of which could throw a 
wrench into the process. 
For one, there's the space 
. issue. Increased enrollment 
means more classrooms are 
needed, along with meeting 
space, activity rooms and 
maybe even dorms. The 
problem is, property is not 
cheap in the South Loop, an 
important issue for a school 
that remains primarily 
tuition-driven. 
As well, more students on . 
'campus means more 
resources are required to 
meet their needs. The need 
for access to buildings on 
nights and weekends grows 
with eve ry new student who 
calls Columbia home, as 
daes the -need to' influence 
how the neighborhood 
around the school develops. 
Those students also have 
to be able to' affard school, 
an ever more expens ive 
propasitian in the best af 
times. They have to know 
what their school stands for, 
and be ' able to articulate an 
academic mission to the 
wider world. And they have 
to make Columbia their 
h.ome, not only if they li ve 
on campus, but s imply by 
their choice to make it their 
. alma mater and springboard 
to their future. 
Another prime example is 
-the matter offaculty develap-
ment. A recent survey af 
tenured and tenure-track fac-
ulty spansared by the 
Columbia College Faculty 
Organizatian shaws that the 
mast important issue was the 
l2-hour teaching laad, a 
responsib ility that many fac-
ulty say prevents them from 
accomplishing much, if any-
thing, outside the classroom. 
As detailed in aur Page 1 
story, "Ca ll ege works to 
reduce wark laad ," ques-
tions about whether full-
time facu lty can continue to' 
work in thei r chasen fields 
outside the c1assraom is at 
the heart of what ldnd of 
school Columbia will be in 
the future. . 
As a ca llege newspaper, 
The Chronicle has an inter-
est in exam in ing some of 
these issues and reporting 
on what we find, both to 
serve aur readers and to 
assist in the process of 
achieving aur goa ls. 
TO' that end, this issue 
launches an ongaing series 
of stories that aim to exam-
ine "Colu'mbia at a ' cross-
roads." We hope to' explore 
these issues by pulling 
together past · reporting, 
finding current infannation 
and asking new. questions, 
a ll in the serv ice of doing 
our part in making 
Calumbia the best student-
centered arts and media cal-
leg.e in the world . 1::';'. 
We . welcome feedback 
and suggestions, and hope 
we prove aurse lves worthy 
afthe task. 
. Chris GaUevolThe Chronicle 
LEI I ERS 10 THE EDI1OR: 
that it is a punctuation device to be 
used under only certain circum-
stances. You don't need me .to tell you 
that Ms. Murnane seems to have ,dis -
connected entirely from any reality· in 
which that ar any other style guide 
exists. 
Perhaps the style guide that would 
have told Ms. Murnane. to surrallnd 
~, lu'I')~ lIgw the<1em>!daglj itt lspBte!:,I.1Iis· j t 'is')tof') \[>tj 
treated like a word, is sitting in a 
dusty stack in her raom straining to 
make her look "eccentrically intellec-
tual. " 
Huoter piece shows distaste 
Chicago will change if Field's renames 
Arm-chair critics and distinguished 
members of the literati spent decades 
targeting Hunter Thompson for his 
sometimes jarring chaices in both 
substance and style. Arts and 
Entertainment Editor Jamie Murnane 
might do well to turn her arm-chair 
eyes away fram her magazines long 
enough to rea lize that the smearing of 
a dead man 's grammatical eccentrici-
ties is a dish best served carrectly. 
That same manual wou ld ,have 
helped her to understanti>lthat "cau-
pIe" is always paired w.i th "of.'~ It may 
have helped her see that a canjunction M arshall Field's ' flagship depart-ment store an 
North State Street is a pretty 
swanky place. Stacked high 
with fine china, fancy linens 
and expensive clothes, the 
store is filled wi th ornate 
columns, marble floars and 
smi ling, helpful counter 
stafT, all employed to evoke 
an earlier and perhaps 
bygone time when a trip to a-
dawntawn department store 
was more than just an 
errand. 
Few brand names are as 
closely assaciated with the 
city as Marshall Field 's. 
And for gaod reason: Its 
faunder, Marsha ll Fie ld, 
helped create the cancept of 
the department store with 
the 188 1 opening af his first 
stare on State Street. Since 
then, Field's has ranked 
alongside such retailing 
luminaries as Saks Fifth 
Avenue, Bloomingdale's 
and Harrods of London as 
ane af the warld 's great 
shopping empariums, nat to' 
mentian being an icanic 
symbol of ChicagO' along-
side the Bears, Bulls, Cubs, 
White Sax and deep dish 
pizza. 
So it is with great trepida-
tian that we hear that 
'Field 's, ar at least the name, ' 
may cease to exist. A Feb. 
28 announcement that 
Fields' parent company, 
May Department Stores, 
will be sold to Cinc'iIUlati-
based Federated 
Department Stares has 
brough,t intense speculation 
that the 62 Field's locations 
may soan be renamed, most 
likely as either Macy's or 
Bloomingdale 's. 
w'e've gone through this 
before, most recently when 
Field 's itself aIUlaunced in 
1999 it was moving produc-
tion af its popular candies, 
Frango ,Mints, to 
Pennsylvania. 
This time it could be 
warse. If Federated rids 
Field 's of its name, ane of 
the last links to' an earlier era 
af the city's histary will be 
gone farever. 
Gone, taO', may be the 
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century-long holiday tradi-
tion of families vis iting the 
stare's State Street windaw 
displays at Christmastime, 
a lang w ith luxuries af · 
lunching in the venerab le 
Walnut Roam in the shadow 
of ane af .the biggest 
Christmas trees erected in 
the city. 
In years past, Chicago has 
absarbed a lot of blows to its 
se lf image, losing every-
thing from the stockyards 
and steel-making capacity 
to Michael Jordan and 
Sammy Sosa, and has man-
aged to bounce back better 
than ever each time. 
But losing ane of its mar-
quee names in retail, espe-
cially ane located an State 
Street, one of the city's pre-
mier shopping districts, wi ll 
mean more than the lass af a 
familiar name. It means 
anather little part of what 
makes Ch icago ChicagO' 
wi ll be gone. 
And it just might be hard-
er to find that perfect g ift , or 
a way to' enterta in the kids , 
come haliday time. 
To Ms. Murnane, Thompson's ideas 
about grammar may have been annay-
ing. His "blatant disregard for punctu-
ation" may, indeed, have forced her to 
consider him "a hack." Maybe, then, 
she should have done what she pur-
ports having desired to do: learn from 
his example what not to' do. 
If, as Ms. Murnane believes, 
Thompsan's ideas about language 
we re even samewhat objectionable, 
declaring her distaste far them 
should be done in a very careful man-
ner; fi lling a ca lumn abOut him with 
lazy, backhanded writing and punctu-
ation errors that even Thompson was 
never annaying enough 
to consider is s imply the wrang tac-
tic. 
Perhaps your editarial staff daes not 
mind. the tiresome averuse of the em 
dash. Indeed, perhaps your editarial 
staff has not read the numerous 
sources that detai l how its use shauld 
be rare if it is used at all. The 
Assaciated Press Stylebaak detai ls 
Jamie Murnane David Maki CMsGalievo 
ME Ed~or Beniamin Pancoasl AsSIstant Photo Ed~ors Staff Cartoonist 
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~ is a part af speech that jains twa 
clauses, phrases or words together and 
not ane that begins sentence after sen-
tence in a breathless plea to link a 
thematically disjainted cal umn 
together. 
By omitting 'a necessary piural end-
ing, Ms. Murnane accused Thompsan 
of having made only a single choice 
of words in his entire career as what 
she slurs as a "so-called jaurnalist." 
She, on the contrary, makes many 
choices. They range from dreadful to 
average. She should be put on notice 
that copping an attitude when writing 
a hypocritical, self-centered and 
unpolished ar:ticle about the recently 
deceased makes her neither cute nor 
edgy. It makes her a bad writer. 
Kate Sandler 
Juniar, Journalism 
Editor S n,ote: Like many publica-
tions, The Chron icle operal.es with an 
in-house style gUide. This guide 
addresses the convention/or /ormal-
ting em dashes. For the piece ill 
question, the writer followed these 
gUidelines. 
Rebecca Mielcarski Chrislopher Richert 
Sandra Rodriguez Gen.ral Manager 
CoPY. Editors Jim Sulski 
Alan Baker Faculty Adviser 
AssocIate EdItor M~k Dumke 
Assistant Faculty · 
Adviser 
Commentary 
Tuxedos, tolerance and the right wing 
By Mart W. Anderson 
Commentary Editor 
Fleming Island, 
A/ma Maler 
True /0 you we '/I be 
To thy teachings 
and each other 
True eternally 
Golden Eagles. 
loyal true, 
One pulse our hearls will 
beat. 
Year by year, the ages 
through 
Till in Heaven we meet. 
Meant to be inspirational, the 
school song of Fleming Island 
High School, near Jacksonville, 
Fla., fits right in with the 
school's motto of "Preparing 
tomorrow's leaders, today," 
The school prides itself on its 
ability to train its students for 
the rigors of college and the 
demands of the business world 
by offering special ized instruc-
tion in an "internationally rec-
ognized pre-university curricu-
lum," along with foreign lan-
guage classes, band and a Nava l 
Junior Reserve Officer's 
Training Corps program. 
It 's also sca red as hell about 
lesbians. 
That much became clear in 
the wake of a recent decision by 
the school 's pri ncipal, Sam 
Wa rd. to ban from the school 
yearbook the senior photo of a 
female student wearing a tuxe-
do. 
Kelli Davis, a stra ight-A stu-
dent, posed for the photo wear-
ing a tu xedo because . she felt 
the suggested dress code for 
females, a "traditional black 
drape ," was "too revealing." 
The Florida Times-Union 
reports that Davis' decision 
went against both the wishes of 
the school administration and 
the dress code set by her fellow 
students, wHo voted last year to 
go with the drape for l' female 
senior photos. 
Guest Editorial 
Mary Annette Pember, KRT 
It seems that Ward Churchill 's 
chickens have come home to 
roost. 
The ethnic studies professor's 
choice of Malcolm X's famous 
quote in describing the 9/ 11 
tragedy has turned out to be 
wickedly prescient. ([n response 
to the assassination of John F. 
Kennedy, Malcolm X said, "It's 
a matter of the chickens coming 
home to roost. tt) 
Churchill's heritage has been a 
longstanding controversy in the 
American Indian community. 
Through . the years he has 
claimed a number of different 
tribal affiliations, including 
Cherokee, Metis and Creek. 
These tribes are distinctly 
diverse groups of people. These 
questionable claims, along with 
a bombastic, in-your-face per-
As one might expect, uproar 
over the issue culminated in a 
board meeting. Whi le Ward 
stated that the i s~ue was prima-
rily one of fo llowing the ru les, 
many of those who have backed 
Davis' decision and protested 
the Feb. 25 meet ing saw the 
hand of homophobia in the air. 
Meanwhile, the student editor 
of the yearbook has been 
re lieved of her duties fo r refus-
ing to pull the photo, and at 
least one teacher has reportedly 
made disparaging remarks 
about Davis' moral character. 
Why all the fuss over a tuxe-
do? Well, if you have to ask , 
you haven't been paying atten-
tion to one of the biggest battle-
grounds for the soul of 
America-high school. 
The panhandle of Florida ,-
which includes Jacksonv ille 
and Orang.e Park, is traditional-
ly known as an exceed-
ingly conservative 
area with a large 
mili tary popu-
lation. And 
it's not the 
firs t time 
an area 
h i g h 
school 
has had to 
hand l e 
suit was filed Feb. 15 by the 
Alliance Defense Fund, a self-
desc ribed pro-family legal 
group. The suit all eges the First 
Amendment rights of middle 
and high school students in 
Boyd County, Ky., are be ing 
violated because they are forced 
to attend dive rsity and tolerance 
training and are told homosexu-
ality is not a choice. 
Likewise , at Scotts Valley 
High School in Santa Cruz 
County, Calif., a controversy 
has erupted over some posters 
meant to fight disc rimination 
and harassment that feature an 
inverted pink triangle, the sym-
bol used by Nazis in World War 
II to target homosexuals. Some 
pa rents have taken the posters 
as a promotion of a "homosexu-
allifestyle ," and have called on 
the Santa Cruz County school 
board to take the posters down. 
The issue has 
among 
many right-
win g 
Christian 
groups , 
who 
hoi d 
S cot t 
Va It e y 
H i g h 
School up 
Ti mes-Un ion 
reports that in 2002, 
a Tampa-area high 
school student, 
as an exam-
ple of every-
thing that is 
wrong with educa-
Chris GallevofThe Chronicle tion in this country. 
Nicole Youngblood, unsuccess-
fu lly sued in federal court when 
her high school refused to let 
her wear a shirt and tie instead 
of the drape. 
But beyond Florida 's panhan-
dle, other battles are taking 
place des igned to se t the moral 
agenda for toda y's youth by 
attacking thei r First 
Amendment ri ghts. 
For example, 'a federa l law-
It 's all part and 
parcel of a belief among many 
Americans that if they let thei r 
ch ild leave the house and min· 
gle with other children in a pub-
lic school setting, they're going 
to be exposed to some sort of 
soul-destroying liberal agenda 
that will sap their strength and 
shake the foundations of their 
faith. 
How e lse would you explain 
the recent attempts by a 
A fox in the hen house? 
sona li ty, I,ave made him some 
hard and fas t enemies in the 
community. 
His se lf-styled s tatus as an 
American Indian spokesman has 
espec ially angered some we ll-
known American Indians who 
have taken their concerns about 
his ethnicity to leaders at the 
University of Colorado, where 
Churchill teaches. This situation 
has gone on for years but has 
se ldom .reached beyond Nalive 
circles. 
Now, with his infamous quote 
comparing the 9/11 victims to 
"little Eichmanns," Churchill has 
garnered the national spotlight. 
Most media coverage focused 
on the "offensive" and "un-
American" quality of this quote 
from his essay, "Some People 
Push Back: On the Justice of 
Roosting Chickens," and 
includes calls for hi s dismissa l as 
a professor. 
Thankfully, the Colorado 
Senate's no-binding resolution 
urging the board of regents to 
fire Churchill has not found sup-
port. But the regents are endors-
ing a 30-day review of his record 
to see what course to take. 
Lost in all this controversy is 
Churchill 's central point: that we 
examine our culpability for the 
backlash resulting from U.S . 
policies in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
His claim contains an uncom-
fortable truth. 
His style, however, is akin to 
using a garden hoe in an opera-
tion that called for a surgica l 
scalper Implying that those at 
the World Trade Center deserved 
to be killed is outrageous. Not 
surpri singly, his essay has pro-
voked only a knee-jerk reaction 
with none of the dialogue he had 
hoped to inspire. 
As an American Indian, I must 
admit that J cringe at defending 
Virginia legislator to notify par-
ents when their child refuses to 
say the Pledge of Allegiance in 
school? 
The bill was sponsored by 
Mark Coie, a Republican from 
Spotsylvania, after a student in 
hi s hometown refused to stand 
and recite the pledge in accor-
dance with a state law that 
allowed prayer in public school 
but made provisions for stu- ' 
dents to opt out. The bill was 
deemed by many to be uncon-
stitutional and failed to pass 
into law, but it was w ide ly 
hailed by many conservatives 
and religious types as a long-
overdue step. 
According to Davis' mom, 
Cynth ia, her daughter's deci-
sion had little to do with the 
issue of gay r ights - o r even 
freedo m of speech - but had 
everything to do with her dis-
comfort with the drape. Davis is 
reportedly a National Honor 
Society member who plans to 
go to college after graduation 
and very much wanted her sen-
ior photo in her high school 
yea rbook. 
Unfo rtunately, what she 
wants seems to have run right 
up against other people's own 
beliefs about who she is and 
what she stands for. 
And, in deciding that she 
wanted to wear something that 
made her fee l comfortable and 
not too exposed on one of the 
most important days of her life, 
Davis seems to hav.e turned into 
a symbol of something much 
larger, and much more trou· 
bling. 
For instead of simply being 
an issue about a d ress code, 
Davis' story instead reveal s the 
deep-seated and rampant homo-
phobia that still exists among a 
large percentage of us, and the 
ways in which those afra id of 
American ideals like diversity 
and tol erance are trying ' to pass 
along . thei r fears to the next 
generation as well. 
Churchill. TIle bottom line, how-
ever, is the issue of academic 
freedom. A s tate legislatu re 
should not have the power to fire 
someone because he or she pro-
motes unpopular ideas. 
I reca ll my alma mater's 
memorial tablet from the class of 
1910 that states, "The great state 
University of Wisconsin should 
ever encourage that continual 
and fearless sifting and winnow-
ing by which alone the truth can 
be found ." 
Surely those ea rly scholars 
intended that we sift and winnow 
all ideas, including those that are 
unpopular. This is our duty as 
educated, informed citizens. 
- Mary AI/nelle Pember is 
past president of the Native 
American Joftrnalists 
Association. This article was 
wriuen for th e Progressive 
Media Project. 
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Roamin' 
. Numerals 
8 
Age in years of a 
Williamsburg, Va. , 
boy arrested after 
throwing a tantrum 
in his elementary 
school. The boy 
allegedly head-
butted a teacher and 
kicked an assistant 
principal after he 
was told he ~ouldn' t 
go outside and play 
with other students. 
He was led away in 
handcuffs and 
charged with disor'-
de1y conduct and 
assault and battery. 
10 
Miles traveled by an 
Idaho cat on top_ of 
its owner 's car. The 
orange tabby, named 
Cuddle Bug, was 
pulled from the roof 
after a motorist 
flagged the owner 
down. The owner, 
Torri Hutchinson, 
said she didn't even 
notice the feline 
while she stopped for 
22 
gas. 
Pounds of an esti-
mated 100-year-old 
lobster nameil Bubba 
being preserved by a 
Pittslirugh zoo after 
the lobster died on 
March 2. It was 
pulled from the 
waters off Nantucket, 
Mass. , last month. 
Choice Cuts 
" "Somebody mieht bid on it. It's liKe 
the first boob to be 
sued over in a law-
suit." 
Tawny Peaks, a for-
mer topless dancer 
who was famously 
cleared of battering a 
Florida nightcrub 
patron with her over-
sized silicone breast 
implants. Peaks is 
now auctioning otT 
her size 69-HH 
breasts on eBay after 
recently coming 
across them in a box 
in her closet. As 0 f 
1 :51 p.m. on March 
4, Peaks ' implants 
were fefching 
$16,750 with 59 bids. 
The Columbia Chronicle 
623 S. Wabash Ave. 
Suite 205 
Chicago, tl. 60605-1996 
" 
Main tine: (312) 344·7253 
Advertising fax: (312) 344·8032 
Newsroom Fax: (312) 344·8430 
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Columbia College Chicago presents 
SANKOFA DanceAfrica Chicago Festival 2005. We are looking 
for a Columbia artist to become the 2005 Signature Poster Artist. In light 
of the 15'h anniversary celebration , we are launching an official contest 
geared towards mobilizing Columbia College Chicago's creative community, 
Contest Criteria: 
Who qualnles 10 enter? 
Col~mbia College Chicago faculty, staff, students and alumni. 
What are tile contest spectIIcs? 
The winning piece should reflect the artist's ability to lilustraie the follOwing: 
1. Create an original pieCe that captures the meaning of SANKOFA. 
2. The pieoo must be representative of the OanceAfrica ChiCago iestlval. 
WIIat .. lllellonollla of........, 
The wiMing piece will be included In key national and local aspects of rnarI<etIng end promocjoo III 
activities for the 2005 festival. • 
The winning piece & artist will be acknowfedged at both the DanceAfrica 9!l1cago ~JJltim." 
Preview event as wen as the mainstage performance at the Chicago Theatre. • 
The winner will also receive a $500.00 cash bonus for hislher workl 
WIIat _ SAllK09_? 
Sankofa means "go back to the past in order to build for the futu"': 
or we should not forgel our past when moving aheed. Sankofa is a realization 
of self and spirit. It represents the concepts of self-identity, redefinition and vision. 
It symOolizes an understanding of one's destiny and collective identity of the larger cullural group. 
What is DanceAfrica Chicago? 
OanceAfrica Chicago is the largest festival of Afncan and African-American arts and culture In North America. 
Produced by the Office of Community Arts Partnership at Columbia Collegwwe Chicago OanceAfrlce Chicago 
has a SIngle mission: To use the language of music and dance to expand the understanding and Influence 
of African hefllage on wot1d cultures through education and the performIng arts. 
r------------------------------. 
Name ___ _ 
Address 
Phone Emall _____________ _ 
-----------------------------_. 
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work 
Submission Guidelines: 
Submitted proposals become the property of 
Columbia College Chicago. No materials will 
be returned. You will be notified via email 
about the status of your submission. 
Format 
No more than 3 full-color images saved to 
CD-ROM (.jpg or .psd, 8" X 10", 300 dpi) 
accompanied by laser prints of your 
image(s) specifying media, dimensions 
and date of completion. 
Deadline 
Submission deadline is April IS, 2OOS. 
Winner will be selected by May 1, 2OOS. 
Send form wilh your enlty 10: 
DanceAfrica Chicago 
Attn: Dirnrtri Moore 600 S. 
Michigan Avenue Chicago, IL. 6060S 
student rate: am or pm 
8 
710 S.Wabash 
visit our other locations 722 S. Wabash ($8.00) & 11 E. Balbo ($8.00) 
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in the lobby Monday at 12:30 pm 
Tuesday March 8 
Student Concert Series 
7:00 PM 
Wednesday March 9 
Karin Beach Senior Piano Recital 
7:00 PM 
CaRlPCHI 
SURlRleR JOBS 
fetich kids ages 9 to 16 the (reative alld tochnieal 
aspect! ofvldetl production, Chij ptofessional 
studios are set in a fun, laid-back envitanment 
tlwt inspites creotive work. 
Produce and edit camper videos 
T,ain campers in camera operation, 
editing, sound, storyboardlng, lighting, 
production and spedal effects 
Digital equipment Includes 
(anon XlI and Sony MlnlOV 
Apply on-line at www.campchi.com or call 
847.272.2301 to request an application. ~ 
(amp (hi;' tilt Ib-ed O'Iffnlght romp of the K(, of ChIaJga lacated it! die WIsromin Dtlk 
Glmp mill from mid 1/JIIt-mid AugUll, 
GReBTSBLaRH/COOLPeOPLe 
UnBeBTBBLe eXpeRIenCe camp CHI 
19 
51h AnllUA! \l'I OI ld Erdgrn~ EKI\!bIUon 
• C.C.C. Ubr.ry 3rd Flo or 
"' -~"',·.r-.i:;.:- ·· ·· 
w-.::~·· . 
, 
'. 
Individual be/ore International i 5th Annual WOr!d'Enigma'Exhibition is 
• ' , t 
an exhibilion 01 art works done, by !he inlemational studenil; al ' ' 
Columbia College Chicago organii~ by In~ational Student Or~ization, 
•• \.1_ f :, 
OffICe of Inlernalonal Siudeni AIIails ~n;,~,~ ~t Oiel<o SI~ Aiko.Suz:"'. 
a::o:JIntemaIionaJSlUdenlsfloolal Mf-~vxxXi: .• 0" / -
" '" / / 
J" /' " 
'-Columbia ,t;' 
Student Airfare 
Paris . .. .. ..... . . $228 
lond o n ... . .... . . $264 
Amsterdam .. . ... $26 4 
Ro me . ............ . S264 
Brussels . . . ..... $308 
i:ill!El ii!iI1l;a 
Pari s ........ . .. . $26/ nt 
London ... .. ..... $21 / nt 
Amsterdam . . .... S30/ nt 
Rome . .. . .. . ....... . $23 / nt 
Bru ssels ......... $27 / nt 
"European Getaway" 
Start in l ondon, B/days 
travel ~ci ~~~ii~ $799 
"Europe Highlights" 
,t ~ r;.~:i i~~nC~~: 16/days 
A::~~t;~·d~~~~~~~ 51 ,355 
20 
Now, 
all your incoming 
calls can be free. 
---,. ....... the ones 
your friends think 
Unlimited CALL ME- Minutes 
March 7. 2005 
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Customer 
dis-service 
''Thank you for calling [insert 
company name of choice here]. 
All of our representatives are 
currently on the line with other 
customers. Please stay on the 
line and your call will be 
answered in the order it is 
received. Your approximate 
wait time is ... 294 minutes," 
I thought it was just me, but 
I've noticed that customer serv-
ice really sucks these days. It 
seems like every time I pick up 
the phone to get some answers 
(from the gas company, UPS. 
and even Columbia). all I do is 
wait. There's more waiting 
involved than helping. On the 
rare occasion that an actual 
person answers the phone, I 
feel as though he or she is 
always rushing me off, redirect-
ing me to the company's web-
site or something. 
Lately, it's even gotten to the 
point that I'm not dodging calls 
from bill collectors, but rather 
automated computer-generated 
voices telling me to "call Best 
Buy to settle your account 
immediately." There's no longer 
a prepubescent high school 
student on the other end telling 
me what to do with my 
ODDSO)" 
ENDS~ 
Denise Richards has filed for 
divorce from husband Charlie 
Sheen. Six months pregnant with 
Sheen's second child, Richards 
will reportedly pursue spousal 
support payments and custody of 
their children. In addition to their 
unborn child, they have a t -year-
old daughter. 
BY JAMIE MURNANE/ A&E EDITOR 
finances, as if they have any 
idea what it's like being a broke 
college student who just can't 
say no to fun and very neces-
sary things like CDs and DVDs. 
While I had just begun to 
cope with the fact that the cus-
tomer is no longer always right, 
or even always important, my 
cell phone company made me 
feel as though it couldn't get 
any worse. 
A couple weeks ago-yes, it 
bothered me so much that I'm 
still talking about it-I went to 
the unnamed cell phone com-
pany's nearest location. The 
nearest location to me wasn't 
very near at all. But I wanted to 
get a new phone. 
I assumed it would be an 
easy enough, in-and-out 
process, as I already knew 
which phone I wanted. My 
service provider told me that I 
qualified for the "upgrade pro-
gram" weeks before when I ini-
tially called to inquire. The 
whole process should have 
taken less than 20 minutes. I 
was there for nearly two hours. 
First, I made my way past 
two overly eager, obnoxious 
employees who, sport ing 
matching bright button-up shirts 
and black slacks, looked like 
twins. Singing about free cell 
phones for new customers, 
they stood at the entrance of 
the store, looking more fore-
boding than welcoming. 
Inside, some customers were 
being tricked into buying the 
most expensive, Bluetooth-
equipped phones, and outra-
geous plans that offer services 
they'll probably never need. 
When a "customer service" 
rep finally noticed me waiting 
not-so-patiently, I gave him my 
information and showed him 
the phone I wanted to get. He 
stared blankly at me, and told 
me I'm not eligible for an 
upgrade. "Yes I am," I said, 
without blinking. 
I had been on the same plan 
for more than two years, and 
had already called to check, so 
I knew I would be able to get a 
new cell phone under the com-
pany's "great upgrade pro-
gram." 
He proceeded to call the 
company's headquarters to 
"clear me" for an upgrade. On 
hold for what seemed like for-
ever, he asked me how I felt 
about changing my number 
because I could get "a better 
deal on a phone." This meant 
I'd save $50. 
The problem: My current 
number is not only my birth-
date, but is also on countless 
resumes I've sent out. 
Hmm ... save 50 bucks or possi-
bly hear from someone regard-
ing a job? 
It wasn't a tough decision to 
keep my number. But it was 
tough to stand around waiting 
for another hour just to switch a 
tiny little card from one phone 
to the other. 
I'm so disgusted by the horri-
ble service that I have half a 
mind to call to complain. 
Maybe they'd give me a better 
discount. But I really don't have 
the patience to sit on hold all 
day just to have someone tell 
me they're not qualified to help 
me. That much is obvious. 
The first annual Printer's Ball, a celebration of Chicago print, filled the 
HotHouse, 3t E. Balbo Drive, to capacity March 3. In fact, a line was still 
wrapped around the corner of Balbo Drive and Wabash Avenue at 8:30 
p.m. , half an hour before the event was set to commence, as people 
waited for their chance to get in and snag free magazines. 
The event was sponsored by Another Chicago Magazine, The Bird 
Machine, Bridge, Chicago Review, Firebelly Design , FOUND Magazine, 
The Guild Complex, In These nmes, Independent Press Association of 
Chicago, Lumpen, Newcity, Pistil, The Poetry Center of Chicago, Other 
Voices, Punk Planet, Quimby's, The Reader, Stop Smiling, 
StoryQuarterly, TENbyTEN, THE 2ND HAND, TriQuarterly and Venus. 
Amid accusations of disloyalty, G-
Unit's newest member, The 
Game, has been cast out of the 
group and publicly criticized by 50 
Cent (left), who appears on The 
Game's current single, "How We 
Do." 
Not wasting any time, entourages 
of the two artists have already 
been involved in a shooting out-
side of New York radio station Hot 
97-FM. One man was wounded 
and rushed to the hospital. 
Jamie Murnane - Jmurnane@chronlclemall.com - 312.344.8565 
Trlsh Bendix - tbendix@chronlclemall.com - 312.344.7521 
Tadd Burba - tburbo@chronlclemall.com - 312.344.7086 
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Applegate's sweetest 'Charity' 
Former 'Married '" With Children' star forgoes film to sing and dance on Chicago stage 
By Rebecca Mielcarski/Copy Editor 
In Walter Bobbie's "Sweet 
Charity," Christina Applegate is 
a perfect fit for Charity Hope 
Valentine. In the lead role, she 
commands the goofy, fun-lov-
ing character and surpasses 
any expectations in the musical 
theater realm for a screen 
actress. 
Applegate, best known for 
her "Married With . Children" 
character Kelly Bundy, said in 
her cast bio that being on 
Broadway is "a lifelong dream." 
'Those looking for the bubbly 
Bundy character will be disap-
pOinted, however; Applegate's 
take on the quirky Charity is 
thoroughly enjoyable. 
She dazzles with a decent 
singing presentation. But it's 
surprising to see such a small 
showcase for Applegate's 
dancing ability, as she's had 
years of dance experience. In 
fact, Applegate has said else-
where that "dancing is second 
nature," 
In "Sweet Charity," her danc-
ing gets upstaged greatly by the 
ensemble and becomes repeti-
tive during her solo perform-
ances. 
"Sweet Charity" is the story of 
a dancehall hostess in the '70s 
who gives her heart to all the 
wrong men. Determined to turn 
her life around and become 
more independent, Charity 
looks for a new job. On the way 
she becomes stuck in an eleva-
tor with a claustrophobic man, 
Oscar Linquist (Denis O'Hare). 
The two endure an eccentric 
romance and become 
engaged. Life seems alright 
until jealousy of her past drives 
Oscar away, leaving Charity 
"flat on her face" once again. 
The Feb . 26 performance 
marked the cast's third run in 
Chicago, and while the 
audience graciously 
applauded and gave stand-
ing ovations for numerous 
scenes, the biggest laughs 
of the night went to O'Hare. 
His eccentric delivery and 
inane approach to Oscar 
made a perfect match for 
Applegate's Charity. The 
two gave convincing per~ 
formanc,;s as an oddball 
couple that fell in love with 
being in love. When they even~ 
tually part ways, it's sad to see 
the relationship end . 
Though a lively ensemble 
and creative team worked effi~ 
ciently behind the scenes, the 
show did not go on without a 
hitch. 
The ensemble, while enter~ 
taining, did not give a vocally 
exceptional performance. They 
either over~shot notes resulting 
in off~key chords or were more 
concerned with upholding their 
designated accents than with 
maintaining perfect pitch. 
On the other hand, the danc-
ing was brilliant. 
Choreographer Wayne Cilento 
did fabulous work with the 
ensemble to create high ener-
gy, Bob Fosse-inspired moves. 
Scenic designer, Scott Pask, 
and his crew created a hip mod 
background that looked like it 
was from the '70s. The set 
changes were smooth until the 
giant Fandango ballroom sign 
lowered too quickly and 
crashed to the stage, nearly 
landing on Charity and Oscar. 
The gasp that followed, both 
from the actors and audience , 
revealed the incident was not 
planned . However, the crew 
was able to ra ise the large sign 
within seconds, al lowing the 
show to go on . 
The pit orchestra deserved 
the highest praise. They gave a 
seamless performance through 
the entire production. Led by 
Gordon Lowry Harrell, the 
orchestra 's conductor, the 
musical relied heavily on the 
accompaniment. The orchestra 
truly made the show. 
"Sweet Charity" plays at the 
Cadillac Palace Theatre, 151 
W Randolph St. , through 
March 13. For more information 
and tickets contact the 
Broadway in Chicago Ticketline 
at (312) 902-1400 or vis" 
Ticketmaster.com. 
In SEVEN DAYS 
be the first to see 
the ringtw 
Stop by the Co~umbia Chronicle editorial office at 
623 S. Wabash Suite 205, for a chance to win 
a pass to a screening on Wednesday, March 16rh 
at the 600 N. Michigan Avenue Theatre. 
Rules No purchase necess<lry h:;keo;$ iHd !'f$( come f:l"St ser·J6 and avada~d while s~ppi:es lit$! Umlt one ticket po;:. perscr. 
Eacr. pass aO'f!li!S t\.\"Q Emp:oyees o! all p;a.T.oIlOnal partners <lnd the,r age'lC'es are r.ot eligible 
...... _"""'_ .. --.., .... _ ........... ,"' .......... 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
THE RING lwo 
OPENS NATIONWIDE MARCH 181H! 
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Grieving 'heroes, 
compelling story 
Jeff Daniels, Sigourney Weaver give stellar 
performances in tale of suburban suicide 
By Matthew Palin/Daily Texan 
(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, Texas-There is funny inherenl in great dialogue and 
something utterly fascinating about weed- character exploration. 
smoking, middle-aged mothers. Sissy In one scene, Weaver sits in a big 
Spacek toked it up in the Colin Farrell flick swing in her backyard, smoking a jOint 
A Home at the End 01 the World, and she gal from a clerk al a tatloo parlor-an 
Sigourney Weaver does the same in equally funny scene. She looks next door 
Imaginary Heroes, a lilm about the sui- and sees her meddling neighbor spying 
clde of an eldest son and the diNerent on her. "What the hell are you looking al?" 
ways the members of his family cope. she screams. She gets up, takes a puff, 
Seeing a drugged-up skank of a moth- and then collapses into the grass. 
er like the one Kim Basinger played in 8 While most of the actors in Imaginary 
Mile toke up doesn't Heroes give good 
seem to hold any kind of p er fo r man c e s , 
s!gnificance, but when a Weaver's is nothing 
suburban housewife like short of stellar. She 
Sandy Travis (Weaver) seems to have the 
does it so shamelessly, it gift of playing the 
feels particularly charm- strong, beautiful, 
ing. This is her form of shrewd 
escapism and her way whose mere pres-
of numbing the loss of ence demands atten-
her son. lion. Imaginary 
JeN Daniels plays the Heroes has no extra-
lather, Ben Travis, in a terrestrial ass-kicking 
much more somber role to speak of, but if 
than those for which he there were carnivo-
is famous. He is the rous aliens, Weaver 
overbearing lather drlv- would still have no 
en to make his eldest problem vanquishing 
son a swim champ. Matt them. 
(Kip Pardue) is an Like a vullure pro-
almost -Olympic-caliber leeting her brood , 
swimmer, but hates it- she threatens her 
an Issue that acts as the surviving son's bully. 
catalyst of his sUicide. Her exis ting and 
Emile Hirsch of The growing relationship 
Girl Next Door and e~~~~~>'..!:!.:.r:~'-____ with her surviving son 
Michelie Williams of (Hirsch) is the most 
"Dawson's Creek" play the siblings, each poignant-and sometimes the most 
mourning the loss by either trying to for- humorous-element of the story. She's 
get it or by partying. the kind of mom any teenager would want 
Writer and director Dan Harris is not to have, being both protective and cool. 
venturing into new territory with Imaginary The film, despite its initial tragedy, has 
Heroes. The 2001 lialian fi lm The Son 's an optimistic ending . it's predictable, but 
Room and the decades-old Ordinary not in the way thai leaves one jaded alter 
People both dealt with Ihe loss of a child leaving Ihe Ihealer. The most engaging 
and the subsequent coping. But neilher parts of Ihe fi lm are aboul the depths 01 
film has the humor 01 Imaginary Heroes. the characters and have nothing to do 
It's not laugh-Qut-Ioud funny, and It Isn't all with the sequence 01 its events 
dark humor, either. Rather, It is the kind of whether something IS expected. 
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anti-
hon 
Comedy Central discovers what might just be the best 
English sketch comedy since 'The Flying Circus.' 
By Todd Burbo/Assistant A&E Editor 
The 1997 debut of "South 
Park" changed the face of cable 
giant Comedy Central. After the 
sho'lls success, the network's 
emphasIs qUickly shifted from 
"Sa turday Night Live" fe-runs to 
onglnal programming, and 
resu lted In hits such as 
-Chappelle's Show' and "Reno 
91 " 
On March 10, Comedy 
Central IS debuting a series by 
lIS latest discovery- an English 
sketch comedy group known as 
The HoiloYi Men, Wrth humor In 
the vOln as "Tho Kids In tho 
Hair and H80's "Mr, Show With 
Boll and David: The Hollow 
Men coukJ becomo cable's next 
btg thing 
Speaking with The Chronlclo, 
he group's IOUf mombors 
(David Armand, NICk Tannor, 
Ruperl Russell and Sam 
Speddlng) showed a fast-
paC9(J, easily acceSSible humor 
thaI's likely 10 becomo well 
known," Amerk;a. 
While seeing English comedy 
on Amgrlc~n teleVision isn' l 
unusual. The Hollow Men's rise 
to cable-TV fame hasn't fol-
lowed the same path as the 
majority 01 their countrymen . 
"The Hollow Men" IS the group's 
teleVISion debut; the show isn' t 
Simply a successful Bfllish 
series thaI's being imported. 
'We're dOing th ings the 
strange way around," said 
Russell. "I don't Ihlnk thiS has 
ever happened before; a group 
from England having Ihelf debut 
serios In Ihe States, I think 
wo'ro Bol1lng the precedenl." 
Before moving into tolevlsion, 
the group walked the usual palh 
of Ihe English comodian, 
'W e all mel {I t university in 
'96: Tannor said, "We Ihon 
wenl down to London In '99, 
and we startod working In corn· 
oely clubB, Wo did a couplo 01 
rOBldMcloB, and wont 10 
dinburgh [lnlornallona ll 
Fosllvol avery yoar from 1999 
to 2002, relonl1098ly: 
Taking a sort 01 "best of" Oom-
pilallon of their live material, 
Ihey Ihen hooded to the 2003 
U,S, Comedy Arts Festival in 
Colorado. 
'We played Aspon In 2003, 
which Is where we won an 
award and were picked up 10 
mako the pilot for Comody 
Control: Armand said, "Then 
wo wen I back and did the serlos 
for thom last year, and hero we 
oro, in London, on lhO wrong 
sldo 01 Ihe pond: 
The group sooms n. sur-
prlsed as anyone thal thoy were 
plckod up In America, whon 
they spend more lime WOrking 
In England, 
'W e went 10 Aspen on the o~· 
chanco, but we didn't I'9II lIy 
expect anything out 01 II: 
RUllllall said, "We \hOught thl t 
we would lullt gtltoatfn lilt '", 
IIvel, thet we'd tit lull InOIher 
IIOt, but we lOkI out M WftlI 
11",., over, I nd got the moet 
amu lng ~M tome4hlng 
we never expected: 
"II was the high altitude. I 
th ink: Speddlng said, laughing. 
"II mM e people quite hl'$leIIc*. 
Insana even. They suddenly 
went lor Ihe pale Engll hmen: 
Accordng 10 the group, ~ 
hi d no !rOuble I dlpling !of 
American ludlencee. 
'When we did our' "lilt couple 
01 , hOWl In AmeItcI. In I0OI, 
we dellbttatwty I1'IIdI the .. 
IThe Hollow Men (from left to right) .Sam Spedding, David Armand, Rupert Russell and Nick Tanner. 
sicn not to change anything," 
Rossell said. 'We thought we'd 
drive ourselves crazy changing 
every single sketch and sec-
ond-guessing what an audi-
ence would like. We thought 
we'd just do it the way we have 
been, and see if it sinks or 
swims. And we crashed and 
burned: he said. "No, it went 
really well. Better than expect-
ed." 
"I think it's' true that comedy is 
ver; universal: Spedding said. 
"Aside from one or two cultural 
references, you don't need to 
change much. Look at the suc-
cess of American sitcoms over 
here, and also things like 'The 
Office,' which is ver; English, 
but played quite well in the 
States." 
While there may be similari-
ties between American and 
English audiences, the group 
managed to find differences 
between the FCC and the BBC. 
Citing plenty of detailed exam-
ples, Armand seemed amused 
by the number of expletives 
banned from American televi-
sion. 
"Yes, we even had to cut our 
'big dick' sketch,." Russell said. 
''That used to be a cornerstone 
of our live shows, and it had to 
go out the window. It's sad, 
really." 
Joking aside, what makes 
''The Hollow Men" so brilliant is 
its tendency to take mundane 
situations that everyone can 
relate to, and make them 
absolutely ridiculous. Sketches 
are based on things such as 
retail shops, class reunions, 
and, quite often. office environ-
ments-something they do sur-
EGG DONORS~NEEDED 
I 
COMPENSATION $5000 
Help create a family for an infertile couple in our 
anonymous egg donor program. We promise the 
most positive experience with CEO. 
Local Physicians available. Call us if you are: 
n., 
Center r" 
OEGG pJ}OnS 
• Female between 20-30 years old 
• A healthy, non-smoker 
The Center for Egg Options 
Illinois , LLC info@egg411.com 
www.egg411 .com 
For information call 
847-656-8733 
or 773-490-EGGS 
BECAUSE 
WE CARE 
r,rinters' 
Sq ~X~~~RTMENT HOMES 
700 S. FEDERAL, CHICAGO 
Studios 
1 Bedrooms 
2 Bedrooms 
from $865 
from $1095 
from $1695 
(illl about OUI speC ials nOl'/' 312427.0200 
print~rssquareapts@wallc.com 
waterton property management 
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prisingly well, considering that 
none of them have ever worked 
in an actual office. 
"The thing is. we've never 
had real jobs. so we're 
obsessed with what it might be 
like," Tanner said. "We've got 
office envy." 
The sheer absurdity of ''The 
Hollow Men" sketches will likely 
draw comparisons to the 
Canadian sketch show "Kids in 
the Hall," but The Hollow Men 
aren't as familiar with it as one 
might think. 
"'Kids in the Hall ' didn't play 
over here for very long. It was 
never as big here as it was in 
the states," Spedding said. "It 
was more of a late-night cult 
thing. In college, ever;one was 
doing [famous KITH bitl 'I'm 
crushing your head,' without 
really knowing where it came 
from." 
'We've never really cited it as 
a direct influence, but when we 
watch it now: I see why people 
compare us to it," Armand said. 
Armand disagrees, however, 
with another comparison they 
often hear. 
"I don't think we're close to 
Python," he said, "but I think if 
you're an English sketch group, 
you can't avoid that comparison 
in America," 
Whether they soon become 
staples of American television 
or fade into obscurity (a la 
"Jump Cuts," the last brilliant 
series created by Comedy 
Central), The Hollow Men plan 
on continuing to work as they 
have in the past: with live stage 
comedy. 
"We're keeping the stage 
thing going. That's still very 
much a part of what we do:' 
Russell said. "In fact, we're 
going to be doing live stage 
shows in New York and Los 
Angeles, and hopelully a lew 
other places, in the next few 
months." 
"The thing is, there's a huge 
tradition of live comedy In 
London. I don't think, even in 
New York, that there are the 
same levels of live comedy," 
Tanner said. "We're always pre-
miering our new stuff on stage. 
Live stuff is where we came 
from, and it's something we 
never want to leave behmd," 
Stage pertormances seem to 
have prepared the group 10 
retain creative control of thei r 
show, as they are responsible 
for all of the writing in the 
series. At least, most of it . 
"Our producer did write one 
joke, but I !ergot what it was," 
Spedding said. "I think we cut 
that one, actually," 
Some might be hesitant to 
take credit for such outlandish 
wrillng, but not The Hollow Men. 
"Somebody once said of our 
stuff that the insanity was 
always just under the surface. 
That was Churchill, I think," 
Armand said, causing the 
whole group to erupt in laugh-
ter. Amidst the roar, Russell 
considered it: "It probably was 
Churchill." 
"The Hollow Men" premieres 
on Comedy Central Thursday, 
March la, at 10:30 p.m. 
Coming 5000 to 162 North Franklin in Chicago 
312 -845 -5001 
eatdagwoods.com 
only. Not valid with any other offer. One per table. 
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ass · 
S he's been notorious. She's been revolu-tionary. Now, Margaret Cho is 
going to be an assassin, 
coming to Chicago to slay 
audiences with her sidesplit-
ting, controversial humor. 
Cho kicked off her fifth 
national tour, The Assassin 
Tour, on March 4 in Orlando 
and will make an appearance 
March 11 at the Chicago 
Theatre. 
This tour will be in the 
same vein as Cho's last trek 
across the country. Last 
August, she embarked on an 
overtly political show, State of 
Emergency, which blazed 
through the swing states 
before the presidential elec-
tion. For part of that tour, she 
teamed up with indie-folk 
rocker Ani DiFranco on the 
Vote Dammit! tour. 
Now, after taking State of 
Emergency to London and 
Austra lia, Cho is bringing It 
back with a twist (of current 
events) and a new name: 
The AssaSSin. 
From her home in Los 
Angeles, the 
surpriSingly soft-
spoken Cho explained the 
Idea behind The AssaSSin. 
"The name is kind of mak-
ing fun of this idea of what is 
a very serious political atmos-
phere and just kind of trying 
to shoot down all these ideas 
that are really negative and 
these fears we have about 
the world," Cho said. 
"We live in a fearsome time 
right now, with politics the 
way they are and the war in 
Iraq and this potential for 
more war other places global-
ly. There's a lot of scary 
things, so it's about trying to 
fight through that and shoot 
down that fear." 
Within the first few minutes 
of speaking with Cho, it's 
clear that there is a more 
serious side to her than what 
we see onstage and screen . 
In those elements, she's seri-
ously funny. Now, she's just 
serious. 
"I think that making things 
that afe serious and scary 
funny is a natural job of 
humor," she said. "It's natural 
to alleviate the painful possi -
bilities- these painful 
truths- to 
bring a light to a 
situation that's very dark. It's · 
not that it's easy, it's just nat-
ural." 
When Cho is on stage, her 
ability to make light of dark 
situations not only seems to 
come naturally, but she does-
n't seem to have a choice. 
Whether she's discussing our 
current political administra-
tion, the way our country is 
viewed by the rest of the 
world, or issues like gay mar-
riage, she gets her point 
across and cracks everyone 
up while doing so. She moti-
vates as she entertains. 
And it was only natural for 
Cho to keep the State of 
Emergency show going-with 
some adjustments. As she 
said, The Assassin (whose 
name came from the idea . 
that Asian women afe fre-
quently featured in films such 
as House of Flying Daggers, 
as assassins) is basically the 
same show, but includes 
more current evenls. As the 
days unfold, the show 
evolves. 
Cho grew up in San 
Francisco and has been 
doing stand-
up comedy since 
the age of 16. Her big break 
came from winning a contest 
to open for Jerry Seinfeld. 
Once audiences got a taste 
of this fiery Korean-American 
feminist and self-proclaimed 
"fag hag," (she's known for 
befriending mostly gay men 
and supporting gay rights) ~ 
was all in the bag. Cho 
became a household name. 
After a short-lived ABC sit-
com, "All-American Girl," Cho 
took to the stage in 1999 for 
her one-woman off-Broadway 
show, "I'm the One That I 
Want." The show was so criti-
cally acclaimed that it toured 
the country and became a 
film and best-selling book. 
It is lrom I'm fhe One That I 
Wanf that some of the most 
quotable Cho moments come 
- especially her hilarious 
impersonations of her immi-
grant mother (that could 
never be effectively humor-
ous in print) and ridiculous 
phrases like, "My name is 
Gwen. I'm here to wash your 
vagina." 
The film went on to break the 
record for the most money 
grossed per 
print in movie "his-
tory. 
Two years later, Cho 
launched a 37 -city tour wilh 
Notorious C.H.O., thl\ final",, ", 
of which sold out Carnegie , 
Hall. The next show, 
Revolution , toured in 20()3, 
and 'both shows were .also -
made into films_ 
When she's not touring,"" 
_Cho is working,on production 
of her first narrative feature 
film, Bam Bam and Celesfe, 
a comedy which she wrote 
and also stars in. 
In the film Cho plays 
Celeste while friend and fel-
low comedian Bruce Daniels 
plays Bam Bam. The film is 
described by Cho as a "fag 
and fag .hag Dumb and 
Dumber." This should be no 
surprise, as Daniels, who has 
been opening for Cho for 
more than three years and 
appears in her Revolution 
film, has been dubbed the 
"main fag behind America's 
number one hag" by Oul 
magazine. 
Daniels said he and Cho 
became friends approximate-
ly five years ago, when they 
worked 
" 
I think the best thing to do 
is be positive and maintain 
a sense of humor ... . 
" 
stereo 
togetlter 6" the' " -
never released film Can 't 
Stop Dancing, 
Since then, the two have 
been inseparable "partners in 
comedy," Daniels said, 
"I'm in contact with 
Margaret at least once a 
day," he said, "We're very 
, much like brother and sister, 
There's a lot of bickering 
too-but playfully," 
Originally from Chicago, 
Daniels attended Columbia 
for a short time as a journal, 
ism majo'r, At that time, the 
late '80s, his family wasn't as 
supportive of him wanting to 
be a performer. He said he 
wanted to "go somewhere 
where there was a sem· 
blanc"e of something creative 
going on." 
Now, however, his family is 
proud of his decision to stick 
with comedy. "Of course now 
that they see me on the 
DVDs, everything's fine," he 
said jokingly, 
Later this year, his family 
will be able to see him in 
movie theaters as well, co-
starring in what he calls a 
"really sweet buddy movie" 
centered on a 
goth girl and her 
gay friend from Dekalb, III, 
"It's about these two kids 
who leave home and go to 
New York to be on a reality 
show," Cho said. "It's a very 
fairytalelike story, We're very 
freakish and misfits and get 
stuck in our adolescence for 
like 20 years, so we're over-
grown teens." 
Working on Bam Bam and 
Celeste consumes much of 
Cho's time, but she's 
unfazed, She said she'd like 
to continue doing films, 
"It's just a really lovely proj' 
ect," she said, "I love doing 
this and hopefully this will be 
more of what I plan to do in 
the future ," 
Daniels has no doubt Cho 
will continue to churn out 
films in the future, 
"She loves doing this stuff," 
he said, "Margaret just 
pumps things out so quickly, I 
don't know how she does it. 
I'm not that way, It just flows 
out of her." 
But Bam Bam and Celeste 
isn't the first film Cho has 
written, It's just the first one 
to actually be produced, 
"It's exciting 
to have that kind 
of thing happen to you," Cho 
said, "It's such a huge pro-
duction and it's so amazing to 
make movies, It's really fun, I 
love movies. I love making 
them and I want to continue." 
While Cho may make more 
films in the future, she is still 
best known for her live stand-
up-something she has done 
for more than 20 years-and 
something she feels is very 
familiar with, 
"It feels comfortable," she 
said, "But also, it's very hard," 
Since Gno got married (to a 
man) two years ago, it's now 
more difficult for her to be on 
the road as much, 
"It's' like I don't know how to 
do it anymore," she said. "I 
live so differently now. I have 
a home and I'm married and 
have dogs and I don't want to 
go, So, it's got to be worth-
while, It has to be a good 
enough show to want to do it 
and fortunately, this is, I'd like 
to stay home, I'd like to have 
children, I'd like to look to a 
home life that is secure." 
Since she's been married, 
Cho has not only realized 
she'd like to 
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spend more time 
at home, but feels more 
capable to speak out for gay 
marriage, As much of Cho's 
fan base is homosexual men, 
she's been thrust into the 
ranks of gay iconolatry (along 
with others like Madonna and 
Cher), This undoubtedly led 
to her becoming an outspo-
ken gay rights activist, even 
launching a website that sup, 
ports marriage equality, 
loveisloveislove.com. 
Now that she is actually 
married, Cho said she better 
understands the importance 
of marriage equality. 
"Marriage didn't seem 
important until I experienced 
being married and how differ-
ent it was," she said. "It made 
me want to be more of a gay 
activist because it was so 
profound, And being a gay 
activist, to me, does not really 
matter if you're gay, It means 
equality for everyone," 
When The Assassin Tour 
wraps up at the end of July, 
Cho will get back to work on 
Bam Bam and Celeste, which 
just finished principal photog' 
raphy last week, and start 
working on 
another film, Also, 
she will publish a book of 
political and personal writings 
she's penned over the last 
four years, The book, which 
is still untitled, will be out in 
the fall. 
Aside from working inces-
santly, Cho said she's 
focused on making the best 
of life given the current politi-
cal atmosphere, Not only can 
she make us laugh, but she 
has great advice, too. 
"I th ink the best thing to do 
is be positive and maintain a 
sense of humor about every-
thing," she said, "That's the 
most vital thing we can do 
and the most hopeful th ing 
we can do for people who are 
progressive and liberal and 
compassionate about the 
world. That's what I plan on 
doing-just trying to be as 
positive as possible." 
Margaret Cho will perform 
at the Chicago Theatre on 
Friday, March 11 at 8 p,m, 
Tickets range from $29,50 to 
$43,50 and are available at 
www.ticketmaster.com. 
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Stars to light up Chicago 
Band 's vocalist discusses new album and setting things on fire 
By Jamie Murnane/A&E Editor 
We th ink It'S cold In Chicago, 
but it's even colder in Montreal. 
The Canadian city's indie rock 
outfit, Stars, are coming to town 
to tell everyone, "Set Yourself 
on Fire," which is the name of 
their third album with Arts and 
Crafts Records, 
Just before heading out on 
the tour that brings them to the 
Empty Bottle on March 12, 
Stars' vocalist Torquil Campbell 
(known simply as Torq), dis, 
cussed his band's new album 
and the recent Montreal music 
explosion, As he spoke, the 
band was driving to an aban-
doned warehouse for °a 
rehearsal with fellow Montreal 
dwellers and musicians The 
Stills and The Dears. 
"There's this whole musical 
th ing happening in Montreal 
right now," Torq said, "but peo-
ple tend to forget that th is is a 
French city. The people who 
actually live here don't care 
about a bunch of Anglo kids 
forming rock bands. They're 
more interested in their culture 
and history." 
He said this is part of the 
appeal for many of the musi-
cians from the city, such as The 
Arcade Fire. 
"There's a lot of great shit 
happening here, but at the 
same time, it's like nothing's 
happening," Torq said. "Much 
like in Chicago, the city itself 
doesn't change; it just absorbs 
everything and allows it to be." 
Set Yourself on Fire, which 
was nominated for a Juno (the 
Canadian equivalent to the 
Grammys that Torq said he and 
the band are "very excited to 
lose to The Arcade Fire"), is the 
band's third, but first actual stu-
dio album. 
"This album is different in 
many ways ," Torq said. "One of 
Help create 
a family. 
Chicago's first and most highly 
respected program is looking 
for the following: 
EGG DONORS 
A R R I .. ,,··· .... II'UDUCTIVI UfOU"CIl www.arn.com 773,327.7315 
them being it was actually 
recorded in a studio and not 
sameone's bedroom with one 
microphone. And we had a 
budget." 
The relative ease in record-
ing , compared with past Stars 
albums, allowed the band to 
create music Torq said is much 
closer to what they envisioned. 
''When you write a song, you 
hear it a certain way in your 
head and you strive to achieve 
that sound the whole time," he 
said. ''That's much easier to do 
when you're given all the 
resou rces and have more 
time." 
The end result is a well-pro, 
duced studio album that is on 
the slightly darker side, but is 
also, Torq said, closer to who 
the band members are as p$o-
pie, people who realize the 
world is a dark place. . 
The name of the album itself 
came from a conversation the 
band had regarding the current 
political atmosphere. 
"We were just talking about 
Chicago & 
All u.s. Cities 
I.ongTertll 
Short Tel'lll 
'.' 
how devastatingly fucked up 
the world is right now and it just 
seemed to me that the only 
th ing that would get anyone's 
attention, in the way ofprotest- . 
ing, would be to set themselves 
on fire in the middle of town 
. square," Torq said. "Not that we 
advocate doing that sort of 
thing." 
in elaborating on the mean-
ing behind not only the album's 
name, Torq said, "It's to encour-
age people to burn. To let what-
ever's inside you shine, Don't 
be afraid to live your own life, 
write your own stories." 
Stars will perform at the 
Empty Bottle, 1035 N. Western 
Ave., March 12. 
Ust ApartmentS 
& Rooms Free 
I, 
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Columbia C 0 L L EG E CHICAGO 
GRADUATING SENIORS 
& GRADUATE STUDENTS ... 
manifest 05 is your time to 
. shine! Columbia/s urban arts 
festival is devoted to YOU. 
This is your big opportunity 
to show fellow students, 
Columbia faculty and 
staff, employers, and the 
Chicagoland community 
how talented you really are! 
GET INVOLVED ! 
Students, talk to your teachers and 
department heads about end-of-year 
departmental exhibits and presentations 
or visit our web site to find out how 
you can be a part of manifest 05 . 
CALL FOR IMAGES 
[C]Spaces is looking for graduating students to submit 
high-quality photographs of artwork in any media 
(illustration, painting, film/video stills, performance stills, 
photography, etc.) for manifest promotional advertising: 
posters, brochures, web site & more. 
Images will also be part of 
the manifest online galleryl 
We are accepting images on an ongoing basis. 
How to submit: Bring a CD-ROM with your images 
and a low-res printout of the images to: 
Glass Curtain Gallery, 11 04 S. Wabash, 1 st floor 
Image Specs: 300 dpi, at least S'x S', B&W or Color 
(CMYK), jpeg, tiff or scalable eps 
Questions? Ania Greiner, agreiner@colum.edu 
OPEN CALL FOR TALENT 
[C[Spaces is accepting submissions for: bands and solo musical 
artists, dance troupes, djs, and spoken word artists. 
Selected art ists will perform at manifest OS at outdoor stages around campus. 
Demo Submission Deadline: March 25, 2005 
Drop Orf: Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash 
Criteria: At least one member of the group must be of graduating senior 
status (the completion of 90 credits or more) or graduate student status. 
Demo must be on a CD, DVD, video or audio tape 
and have good sound and/or visual quality. 
Demo must be clearly labeled with the title of group, 
contact number and e-mail address. 
Submitted demos will not be returned. 
C an be a rehearsal tape. 
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L'altra heartache 'Prep' a class act debut 
Indie rock-elecfronica duo to play the Abbey Pub 
By Trlsh Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor 
By Lauren FlschettVfhe Chronicle (Duke U.) 
The cover of Curtis Sittenfeld's r----------~ 
Nothing is more universal 
than heartbreak. 
Canadian band L'altra have 
turned heartache into art with 
the release of their third full-
length album, Different Days. 
The group, composed of ex-
lovers Lindsay Anderson and 
Joseph Costa, have finally 
come into their own with th is 
romantic re laxation album. 
However, the laid back sounds 
may be the album's downfall. 
Different Days, whi le imagi-
native, is sometimes a bit flat. 
The pace can fall behind , 
causing listeners to lose inter· 
est until the vocal melodies 
become appealing again. It's 
obvious that the duo worked 
separately to write their music, 
and then wove it together 
strategically. In their crossing 
of electronica and in die rock, 
L'altra is ultimately successful 
in bridging the two genres. 
The album's standout tracks 
are "So Surprise" (a guitar 
plea of "If you leave, come 
back to me") and "Bener Than 
Bleeding" (a lumbling state-
ment of lonesome loss). 
Anderson's Wurl itzer and 
Costa's guitar playing inflect 
electronic pulsations under the 
accompanying keyboards, 
cel lo, strings and horn 
arrangements . L'altra are at 
their strongest in their female 
and male duets, sounding can· 
fident while caressing the 
charming orchestrations. 
The title track features 
Anderson 's best vocal per· 
formanca on the album. Her 
lightly cooing voice dances to 
Iow-fi drumming and shimmer-
ing tambourine. Computer-
generated handclaps add per-
cussion as the song builds. 
Her vocals are noticeably 
stronger and more confident, 
most likely because of her 
experience outside of L·altra. 
Anderson has toured with 
Will Oldham (the antifolk 
singer with the sometime-
pseudonym Bonnie Prince 
Bill ie) as a backup vocalist and 
keyboard player, as well as 
singing on other Hetty Records' 
releases. 
The album mirrors Anderson 
and Costa's heartbreak and 
reconstruction through con-
ceptual instrumental songs 
about repair. And though they 
are dubbed an "electronic" 
band, L'altra are very much 
traditional musicians. 
L'aftra will play at Abbey 
Pub, 3420 W. Grace St., with 
Buck 65 on March 10. 
debut novel, Prep, displays a pink 
and green ribbon be~, which, for 
a pressed piece of paper, feels 
incredibly realistic. So too does 
the painfully honest narrative of 
Sittenfeld's heroine Lee Fiora. 
While Prep is certainly an enjoy-
able read. it is not fluff. Sittenfeld 
delivers an extremely well written 
coming-of-age commentary on 
sexuality, race. gender and espe-
cially social privilege. 
A South Bend, Ind., native, Lee 
decides on a whim to apply to 
New England boarding schools 
because her public high school 
"had hallways of pale green 
linoleum and grimy lockers and 
stringy-haired boys who wrote 
names of heavy metal bands 
the backs of their denim 
" while boys al boarding 
held lacrosse sticks, 
grinned handsomely through 
their mouth guards and wore 
wool sweaters. 
Surrounded by money and 
beauty, Lee feels like an outsider 
at a fictional school located out-
side Boston. Everyone seems so 
perfect. Amid the perfection 
around her, Lee loses confidence 
in herself. 
Instead, she tries not to be 
noticed, but still feels sadly miffed 
when she is ignored. 
Throughout the early parts of 
Lee's school career, she spends 
most of her time as 'a loner, feel -
ing incredibly out of place in a 
community of such wealthy stu-
dents. She observes the exqui-
site and daunting world around 
-::;r.iT7~r:;=7'=:;<:=:;;;;:r===i~;=:;=~;;;==i~~=;:;:~~~~~~~~~ her while shying away from real r interactions. Lee's heartrending 
{t 
:~ 
There will be two 
One during April and one in May! 
Must be enrolled in 
the Conaway Achievement Project 
in order to enter. 
Your first l}{t 
* ~ is at the bottom of th is flyer. 
{t Bring this f lyer in to be Signed by a counselor. 
You can recieve additional entry forms 
everytime you come in to see a counselor. 
The more you come in the more 
chances you have to win!!! 
For more info visit the 
Conaway Achievement Projec t Of f ,ce 
33 E. Congress, Sui t e 520 
Chi cago IL . 60605 
or ca ll (312) 344 - 81 32 
Co-n~~-ay-A~hie-v~-;;;;t-P;;j~~t-Co-~p~;;;R~ffl~-
Name: Date: 
---- -Counselor Signature: 
,_, 1/. Jr JI 1,1 1,1 t'r 1yI..]}- ic ):} f.l -A J.\ ,'\. 
yet witty account leads the reader 
through the .adolescent maze of 
money, peers, family, sex and 
academics found in America's 
boarding schools. 
While the inspiration for the 
novel certainly stemmed from 
SiUenfeld's boarding school 
experience-she attended 
Groton, just outside Boston-
much of the story, including Lee, 
is her invention. 
"Of course I borrowed some 
'"' "";"no from real life, but I 
changed them to make them 
more dramatic, interesting and 
orderly," Sittenfeld said. "Real life 
tends to be fa irly messy." 
prep 
cu r tis sl1tenfe ld 
The motivation for wrijing the 
novel stemmed from a desire to 
realistically depict a particular 
subculture, not to attack Iffe at 
boarding sch09ls. 
Speaking about social pres· 
sure, Sittenfeld commented, "I 
think there's pressure to conform 
in most high schools, including 
boarding schools. Boarding 
schools and typical public 
schools seem to have more in 
common than not." 
Prep is currently at No. 9 on 
The New York Times bestseller 
list, and the book has been on the 
list for three weeks. Sittenfeld 
attributes some of Prep's suc· 
cess to the fact that "a lot of peo-
ple have a prurient interest in 
both wealth and youth, and 
boarding school is one setting 
where the two intersect." 
While Sittenfeld certainly did 
not anticipate such success, she 
believes readers are responding 
to the fact that the book has "a ' 
soul." 
"Although I'm not Lee, I think I 
wrote in a sincere way and tried 
to depict life honestly instead of. 
trying to seem like a clever per" 
son who can do wacky tricks wijh 
language," Sittenfeld said. 
This honesty definijely comes . 
through when reading the novel. 
Whether ij is true to boarding· 
school Iffe may depend on the 
reader's personal opinion, but it is 
definijely true to the human expe-
rience. This book is a well-written 
account of serious issues. 
Although Prep takes place at a 
fictional boarding school, it is still 
relevant to many people's experi· 
ences. 
Student Airfare 
Par i s . .. .... .• . . . 5228 
London .. . .. . . .. . $264 
Ams terda m .. ... . 5264 
Rom e . ....... . . .... $264 
Bru sse l s ... ... .. 5308 
l!iI&J !ii.i1ElM 
Pari s .... . . . . ... . $26/ nt 
London . ..... . . .. $21 / nt 
Am sterdam . . . ... 530/ nt 
Rome, ...... . .. .. ... $ 23 / nt 
Bru sse l s ........ . 527 / nt 
';SiM;'diM 
"European Getaway" 
Suut in l undon. 81days 
If" vol !ci ~~~',~ $799 
"Europe Highlights" 
Franc~, MOllaco, 
h:.ly. Vl'l t ic tl ll ClIV. 161dnys 
~~j~:t~~;d~~~:~~::.~~ $1,355 
• 
• 
· • 
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THE DEPARTMENT or LIBERAL EDUCATION AND THE orrlCE or THE DEAN or LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES IN COLLABORATION 
WITH THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE, THE JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT AND THE ART & DESIGN DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCE 
THE 2005 PAULA PFEFFER & CHERYL JOHNSON-ODJM 
POLITICAL CARTOON CONTEST! 
TWO $300 FIRST PRIZES, TWO $200 SECOND PRIZES AND TWO $100 THIRD PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED IN EACH 01' TWO CATEGORIES, 
~ PANEL AND MULTIPLE PANEL CARTOONS. THE SIX WINNING CARTOONS WILL BE SELECTED BY A JURY, WHICH WILL INCLUDE 
FACULTY FROM VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS , A STUDENT AND A PROFESSIONAL CARTOONIST. SUBMITTED CARTOONS MUST BE DRAWN OR 
PRINTED IN BLACK INK ON 8 .5 " X \1" WHITE PAPER. INCLUDE NAME,ADDRESS , PHONE AND STUDENT ID NUMBER ON BACK or ENTRY. 
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: 
FRIDAY, MARCH 18TH! 
Columbia c SEND SUBMISSIONS TO : POLITICAL CARTOON CONTEST 
COllEGE CHICAGO 
TIH 
COLUMBLA CHRONlCLE 
c/o TERESA PRADOS·TORREIRA 
LIBERAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
624 S. MICHIGAN. 000 A 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
, Emulate Perry 
While 
5 Be In the red 
a Toy weapon 
14 Scottish lake 
, 5 TouCh tenderly 
'6 Surfing 1M net 
17 Fre ndl 
obsession 
19 Departs 
20 lit temper 
21 Trigger rider 
23 Fastidious 
24 Unable to sit still 
27 Boleyn and 
Bancroft 
29 Put into service 
30 Pound or Frost 
31 like a lute 
33 Cutoff point 
34 University in 
Ottawa 
35 Reddish rash 
37 Usurers 
41 'Candide" writer 
43 Extmct bird 
44 FaCial 
components 
47 Submerged 
48 "Oedipus_" 
49 Letter base 
50 Outmoded 
51 Melange 
53 Buffoon 
54 Covered up 
55 Greek adVIser at 
Troy 
57 Love and hate, 
e.g. 
62 Whole 
63 Very long time 
64 Lose ooe's cool 
65 One prone to 
backtalk 
66 Silly _ Williams 
67 Nero's robe 
DOWN 
1 Teacher of 
Samuel 
2 Pentagon grp. 
3 Rink material 
4 Believer in a 
personal GOd 
5 Mayberry boy 
6 Paraffin 
7 Timeless 
8 Synt/"letic fabrics 
Outof 
9 Single entity 
10 Design 
11 Surrender 
12 Anxiety 
13 Fitted together in 
a stack 
18 Yourl9 salmon 
22 ReceIving 
public 
assistance 
24 Copycat 
25 Words to 
Nanette 
26 Danson and 
Kennedy 
27 Aquarilrn 
devices 
28 Glinted 
31 Funeral figure 
32 Also 
34 Chels 
36 December 24th 
01'"3151 
38 Cassowary kin 
39 WcxxJ and Silver 
40 Rice beverage 
42 lIcoricel ike 
navonng 
Solutions 
v 0 o L 3 3 0 
" 3 S S v S d V N 5 N0 3 3 " 1 L N 3 S N Cil L O 
" 3 " 0 L S 3 N o 1 H S S V 01 10 
3 S S V d , 
' " 
3 S X 3 " 
• N n S S 3 N O a • 3 3 H 0 
VO " 3 " 1 V L 1 OA 
S " 3 a N 3 1 V 1 03 S 0 " NO L 3 1 " V 0 a N 3 
a 3 d V H S 
" v 3 d 1 3 Od 3 S n s 3 N N V A S L N V 
L V 3 N A 0 " 3 " 1 S 3 A V 3 1 
3 N 1 1 NO 
N n o d o d 
44 Old hags 
45 Montana's 
capital 
46 Is 
47 Pain 
specialist 
SO Excavation 
3 X 1 3 3 3 0 1 
L V d H 0 0' 
3MO L 1 a 3 
52 Ekwator man? 
54 Sharpen 
56 Mine find 
sa Stooge name 
59 l ennon's lover 
60 Pester 
61 Hot tub 
DAD'S F~IG>lT SI1OU~D B~ >I~Rf 
ANi TI~ NOW. K~~P A WOK 
OUT FOR AN Ot..D~R "~RSrON OF 
~ G~mNG OFF A P~ANE . 
Bondage: in and out of bed 
The word "relationship" has many mean-
ings for many people. From the obsessive 
yet endearing relationship I have with my 
cat, Zoey, to the amazing and close girl-
friends I have in my life, relationships can 
simply mean being connected to someone 
or something. But when it comes to loving 
relationships, is sex a top priority? 
A plethora of amazing and not so amazing 
th ings go along with a romantic relationship. 
There's the getting-to-know-you phase, 
where you learn what makes your partner 
laugh, and even what makes your part-
ner cry. But when you're getting into 
a new relationship, or even consid-
ering entering one, it's sometimes 
hard to gauge how much 
emphasis your partner puts on 
having sex. 
I th ink, without shame, that 
sex is not only the icing on the 
cake when you are lucky 
enough to be in a good relation-
ship, but also something that is 
essential in creating a close 
lasting bond with another 
son. Apparently, my 
ex-boyfriend thought so too 
... well, sort of. 
. My frie~d Kelly had been 
dating Jack for about six 
months. Everything was going 
great. He would bring her flowers 
and take her wherever she wanted to 
go, and he loved her friends. And the 
best part about him, she thought, 
was that he didn't seem angry that 
she wouldn't sleep with him. 
Atter a few bad relationships and 
sexual encounters that ended on 
Months later, Kelly ran into Jack's best 
friend (drunk at a party) and the truth came 
out Jack had slept with four-yes four-
other girls while they were dating. They 
broke up, and she was devastated. He 
never denied cheating, but he apologized. 
He said that he needed sex to be a part of 
his life. 
While cheating on someone who won't 
put out is obiiiously going to get you 
nowhere, it's sometimes difficult to let your 
partner know your sexual needs and 
desires in order for the relation-
ship to progress. Jack was an 
ass, but maybe if he had 
talked to Kelly about how he 
was· feeling, they could have 
worked something out. Or at 
least ended on better terms. 
Sex isn't everything in a 
relationship by any means. 
But a sexual relationship, 
which is about so much more 
than just penetration, is a 
tremendous part of what 
keeps relationships going strong. 
Any couples therapist or happily 
married couple would agree. 
When the fire is extinguished in 
the bedroom, the relationship is 
doomed. 
There's nothing better than shar-
ing something like sex with some-
one you care deeply about, and ~'s 
usually the best sex there is. And, 
being a woman, there is nothing 
that makes you feel more beaut~ul 
or alive than feeling admired by 
someone you really care about. 
So, when it comes to cats and 
a sour note, Kelly figured waiting 
would be the best way to keep 
Jack around and build some-
thing that might last longer than 
her usual six-week nightmares. 
Unfortunately, Jack wasn't as 
happy about it as she thought. 
B~lOW B~iT 
friends, relationships. can be fun, 
loving, and fabulous. But when ~ 
comes to loving relationships, 
sex is clearly a vital part of the·def-
inition. 
Beat'!'! Dixon 
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Columbi~ 
'Chronicle 
CI~ssifieds 
Classified Advertising 
Deadlines 
Your advertisement must be received by 
5 p.m. on the Thursday prior to the pub-
lishing date. 
Rates 
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25 per 
word with a $5 minimum. All classified ads 
must be pre-paid in full prior to publica-
tion. All ads will be published in the order 
01 purchasing date 
Three Ways to Place a Classified Ad 
Online 
www.columbiachronicleclassilieds.com. 
8y NDii 
Send your typed or printed ad copy along 
with your lull name, city, state, zip code 
and phone number with full payment to: 
. Chronicle Classifieds, 600 S. Michigan Ave., 
Chicago, IL 60605. 
By Fax . 
Fax your typed or printed ad copy along 
with your full name, city, state, zip code 
and phone number with lull payment to 
3121344-8032. 
* * #1 Spring Break Website! 
Lowest prices guaranteed. 
Free Meals & Free Drinks. 
Book 11 people, get 12th trip 
free! Group discounts for 6+ 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com 
or 800-838-8202 
Loving couple yearning to 
have a baby. Help make 
their dream come true; 
become an egg donor. 
Seeking white, nonsmoker 
18-2.5. Compensation avail 
able. Contact Dr. Morris at 
630-357-6540 or 
312-440-5055 Code: T J 1216 
PRO VOICE LESSONS - AS 
LOW AS $10!!! Professional 
Vocal Coach Offering 
Lessons for Beginner 
through Intermediate 
Students. Email : 
liveliveliveagain @yahoo.com 
Project Delta Chicago 
Colleges - Visit . 
projectdeltanow.com for info 
OH, NO! TAXES!!! Get the 
Professional Help You Need 
This Tax Season for 
as Low as $25! 
domytaxesnow@yahoo.com, 
312-566-0910 x.3 
Chicago Job Fairs, Career 
Fairs, Employment fairs , 0 
pen Houses and more! 
YOUR Chicago career 
connection! 
ww.chicagojobresource.com 
FIGURE MODELS 
WANTED! Columbia photo 
grads collaborating on fine 
art series about the human 
body. All types needed. Be 
part of a one of a kind pro 
jec!. Call Daniel & Justin @ 
773-407 -7279 
1997 VW GTI VR6, 5spd, 
Loaded, 74K miles, Excellent 
Condition, $6900. 
312-446-5882 or 
skthiessen @hotmaiLcom. 
1212 South Michigan 
Avenue-Let us do the math! 
It pays to live here! Ask us 
about our specials . Offering 
studio, one and two bedroom 
apartments with gorgeous 
city and lake views. 
Amenities abound! Contact 
Leasing at (312) 461-1110. 
Shop and Save 
www.cheapgifts.com 
Welcomes You Online 
. Make $ $$ taking Online 
Surveys Earn $10-$125 for 
Surveys Earn $25-$250 for 
Focus Groups 
www.cash4students.comlcolumcol 
Bella Donna Models seek fresh 
faces! We are a soroity of models 
seeking young ladies to join our 
team of models. You must be 18 
years old, attractive and dedicated 
to apply. No previous experience 
required! Contact us at 
belladonnamodelsonline@yahoo.com 
or (708) 768-7051 
Speoials! . Week of March 7 - 11 
Cre1am .01 Potato Soup ina:8read 80wl. .... J4.25 
i~ . ~ 
Smoked Turkey Focaccia Sandwich .......... ~4.00 
'Roasted garlic mayo, tomato, avocado, potato chips. 
Grilled Cheese Sandwich ............................. *4.25 
!Small Soup and potato chips 
soups 
monday 
Chicken Gumbo 
tuesday 
Cheddar Broccoli 
wednesday 
Cream of Chicken Rice 
thursday 
Corn Chowder 
the underground cafe 
basement - 600 south michigan 
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hicago's own legendary leaguer 
o Discrimination was a factor for black baseball players, Washington says 
By Stephanie Rycraw 
Staffnr 
Johnny Washington is a living 
monument, a reminder of decades 
gone by in professional baseball 
history. His voice instantly illu-
minates when he reflects on his 
career as a Negro League baseba ll 
player. The 75-year·old decorated 
Korean War veteran refused to 
allow the color of. his skin to 
exclude him frol11 playing the vel)' 
sport that is synonymous with 
American patriotism. 
The charismatic but modest 
WashinglOn prefers to be ca lled 
Johnny because, as he put it, "a ll 
the fans call me Johnny." 
Washington was a player in the 
Negro Leagues- a collection of 
baseball organizations aimed at 
circunlvening and combatting 
raci sm and di scrimination in 
American baseball. Many players 
associated with the Negro 
Leagues were believed to be the 
best players in the game. 
Born in Chicago on April 20. 
1930, Washington grew up in the Washington said that he experi-
Morgan Park community on the eoced segregation on and off the 
South Side of Chicago. He fie ld. Though he emphasized 
attended Morgan Park High becoming a member of the Negro 
School (1944-1948). It was League was no small feat, he 
between his sophomore and senior knew he was good enough to be in 
years of high school that the major leagues. 
Washington took an interest in "For some reason they call it 
baseball , and in 1948, he began 'America's game,' American base-
playing with the Old Timers' ball, but you had Americans that 
Baseball Associat ion of Chicago. could not play," Washington said. 
"1 went to pitch with them and "The Dodgers never won a pen-
we never lost a game," nant until Jackie Robinson," 
Washington said. Washington said. He also pointed 
The left-handed pitcher who out that other major league teams, 
threw a fastba ll 90 mph caught (he such as the New York Giants and 
attention of Negro League player the Chicago Cubs, benefited from 
Jack Marsha ll . Marshall was an the ta lents of Willie Mays and 
infielder fo r the Chicago Ernie Banks. "The teams that had 
American Giants at the lime. the most blacks were the best 
Washington said that one day teams," Washington said. 
Marshall offered him an opportu- Washington keeps in touch with 
nit)' to play in the Negro League. ;'Oouble-Duty" Radcliffe. He can 
"[He asked mel, 'What are you often be found at The Negro 
still doing here?'" Washington League Cafe, located at 301 E. 
said. 43rd SI. in the Bronzeville com-
In July 1948, Washington munity on the South Side, speak-
joined the Ch icago American ing to fans and visitors. 
Giants'. While playing for the When asked how he would li)(e 
Chicago American Giants, to be remembered, Washington 
Washington was managed by Ted modestly declined to answer. 
" Double-Duty" Radcliffe. Instead, he said he wanted 
Washington said Radcliffe men- younger generations to learn 
tared ' him and the two have about the contribut ions of all of 
remained friends throughout the the Negro League players, as we ll 
decades. As a Chicago American as the league itse lf. 
Giant, he often played home "We made it possible for blacks 
games at old Comiskey Park, to be in the majors," Washington 
demolished in 1991. In 1949, said. "We excelled. We came 
Washington joined the Houston there playing bener baseball. We 
Eagles, which he said later had to use all degradation as moti-
became the New Orleans Eagles. vation." 
Racial discrimination was a 
constant obstruction for black -J. Diamond Weathersby con-
baseball players of the era. tributed to this report. 
Taxes COlllill"ed/rom Back Page 
benefit the greatest number of people. hi s budget proposal- while gene rating rev-
enue fo r the state. 
Cafe Con tinued from 38 
peach cobbler. It also provided 
jobs and a historically c'ons~ious 
atmosphe re for many Chic,ago 
residents. 
One of the cafe 's employees, 
3 1-year-old Columbia senior 
Brian "Braze" Roberts, respects 
Curry's motivation and dedica-
tion to his vision. 
"I think [the cafe] is a great 
thi ng because Donald Curry 
Y,la nted t6 give something back, 
and to show the young folks the. 
other side of the stereotypes that 
have always been spoken about 
blacks," Roberts said. " It was 
des tiny for him to open the 
restaurant. The story behind his 
vision is amazing. He's trying to 
g ive chances to peop le who 
might not normally have them." 
Chicago native Johnny 
Wash ington is one of many 
league members who frequents 
the restaurant. The 74-year-old 
Korean War veteran embraces 
the contributions and accom-
plishments of Negro League 
playe rs, pointing out that they 
paved the way for fu ture 
African·American players. 
"We came into the major 
leagues and changed the game," 
Washington said.-
Washington a lso encourages 
younger generations to find out 
as much as possible about the 
Negro Leagues, and is apprecia-
tive of what Curry is doing for 
the leagues through the cafe; A 
portion of the cafe 's profits are 
donated to a pension fund that 
directly benefits Negro League 
players. 
. Paintings, murals, portraits 
and other league memorabilia 
can be found throughout the 
- City Beat 
restaurant. The backs of the 
chairs in the· bar area, some of 
which have been signed by for-
mer Negro League playe rs, look 
like baseballs . Even the cafe 's 
s ign is constructed out of wood-
en baseball bats. 
Azikiwe "Zeek" Crowe, co-
founder of Arcade Design visual ' 
arts product ion company, 
worked c lose ly with Curry to 
help br ing much of the restau-
rant 's nosta lgic am bience a live. 
The 22-year-o ld who, among 
other things, helped create a 
captivating mural of Satchel 
Paige, Jackie Robinson and Josh 
Gibson that graces the cafe's 
facade , also adm ires Curry's 
ambition and dedication . 
" , . have a lot of respect for 
[Curry] because he left corporate 
America to pursue hi s dreams, 
and in the midst of pursuing his 
dreams, he 's also brought a posi-
tive innuence to the Bronzeville 
community," Crowe sa id. 
While Curry's c~fe focuses 
on African-American culture, he 
encourages people of a ll back-
grounds to embrace their histo-
ries and follow their dreams. 
" No matter what race or creed, 
never forget your history," Curry 
said. "Regardless of you r back· 
ground, if yo u' re ever blessed 
with a dream that you fee l like 
would be a profitable business, 
pursue it." . ""it 
The Negro League Cafe is Iocal-
ed al 301 E. 43rd SI. Go 10 
www.lhenegroleaguecafe.in!o for 
more infonnalion orr-the cafe. the 
Negro Leagues and Iheir players. 
-.S.!..epho'1.ie ~raw con-
tributed to this report. 
Becky Carol, spokeswoman for the gov-
ernor's office of budget and management, 
said Blagojevich's proposal was meant to 
keep cigarettes out of the hands of 
teenagers- whom he directly referenced in 
" We have seen that cigarettes are less 
likely to gct in the hands of kids if the 
prices are higher," Carol said. She added 
that those who wish to leave the state to 
buy cheaper c igarettes will do so because 
they live close r to other states ' boundaries 
anyway, and not because of an opponunity 
for a better price. 
SERVE fOP A SHORT TIME. 
If Gov. Rod Blagojevlch's clgalelle tax 
proposal passes, a pack of cigarettes 
could cost up to $7 . If the proposat 
passes it would make Illinois' prices 
among the highest cost per pack In the 
nation 
" Will fo lks drive 45 minutes to an hour 
to buy cheaper cigarettes?" she said. " No, 
probably not." 
And, for those who will have to pay the 
extra tax. Caro l argued that it benefits a 
"greater good." 
"Smoking impacts every group of pea· 
pie," she said . " lIeahh costs associated 
with smoking place a heavy fisca l drain on 
the slate 's resources. Th is Itax l will save 
the state Imill ions l in hospital bills. Health 
benefit s and fisca l imp<lcts associated with 
thi s initiati ve outweigh any othcr factors 
anyone would misc." 
nl agojc vic h, in hi s proposa l, said . 
"Thcrc 's no single VO luntary act that caliS· 
cs more dillllagc, more destruction, and 
Illorc hea lth care costs than smoking." 
Othcr an:a agencies supported the gover· 
nor 's propos(l l, say ing it will go a long way 
in mak ing Ill inois smoke free. 
Mary Burns, manager of cOllllllunica· 
tions for thc Ameri can Lung Association of 
Metropo lit an Chicago, sa id that AMA 
1~1Yorcd the governor' s proposa l on several 
grounds. 
"' lhi "' ljf'pas~cdl will result in the drop of' 
tbe number of sl1Iokers in IIlinu is ," Burns 
... aid . " A lld c ... peciall y Ii., r thosc lonking to 
qUit ." 
Bul'll '" added, " I k ahh ClJ~ ts a~s()ciated with 
'olllok illg triLI1 ... lat l' to $M per pack . Smoking is 
cau 'o ing Ili gller ill.'otl l'i lilCe prellliulliS and rates . 
Thi" 1IIIIJI1cy i should cOllie li'om slllokers ." 
SOIlH.:til1les, she ~ilill , c igurette tax incrcilscs 
evell " inspire pet)ple to quit. " 
RE" iDR()IJD IJ:'·-Y r I '~ " : ~ ,_,,; 
F(JR A llFETIMEr 
Where: 1239 N. Clybourn Ave., Suite 226 
When: Stop by or call today 
Who: SFC Godfrey Collins - 312-202-0430 
1-800-235-5385- ' AN ARMV OF 0 rIl 
15 MONTH.GOARMY.COM ~
JOIl41' . 1'('h l !~.!I"(lr6\1J1",."lj'I"""~ ~' 
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South Side cafe serves 
up baseball history 
o Cafe donates portion of profits to Negro League pension fund 
By J. Diamond Weathersby 
$laffWriter 
For. Chicago entrepreneur Donald R. 
Curry, the Negro League Cafe is more than 
just a spot to grab some soul food. It is 
also a dream come true. 
Ever s ince attending "Negro League Hat 
Day" at a White Sox game at the formcr 
Comiskey Park in July 1996, the 35·year-
old businessman dreamed of paying hom-
age to the players of the legendary Negro 
Leagues- a co ll ect ion of several hundred 
profess ional baseball organiza tions creat-
ed in the late 18805 to circumve nt and 
combat racism and discrimination in 
American baseball. During the game, 
while players from the Negro Leagues 
we re being honored, C urry was being 
inspired. 
" I was blessed with a good idea and 
stuck wit h it," Curry said o(his vis ion to 
open a restaurant that would help shed 
light on an often overlooked and forgot. 
ten facet of American hi s tory. "It was just 
put in my spirit The Negro League 
Cafe ." 
Curry, who was born in the Altgeld 
Gardens public housing developments 
Chicago's far South Side and became an 
accomplished corporate accountant and 
taxation specialist , immediately began 
developing and organizing his ideas for 
the re staurant after the life-changing 
White Sox game. He eventually drafted a 
60-page bus iness plan that allowed him to 
get the loan he needed to finally 0pen his 
restaurant in July 2004 . 
For Curry, Bronzeville was an ideal 
·location for the cafe. 
"Historically, Bronzev ille was the first 
. neighborhood ·blacks cou ld li ve in when 
they . moved , from the South ," he said. 
" From my perspective it was a gold mine 
and it s till is." 
Nestled in the heart of the historic South 
Side community, the casual dinipg eatery 
has not only- provided Caribbean-inspired 
dishes like rosemary-blackened salmon with 
cumin·glazed carrots and a ·soul food buffet 
that includes fried chicken, macaroni and 
cheese, candied ya ms, coHard greens and 
See Cafe, Page 36 
t ~ric DavisJThe Chronicle I 
The Negro League Cafe, 301 E. 43rd St., opened in July 2004. The cafe offers 
patrons a look at the history surrounding the league, with murals of former players 
and other memorabilia. 
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grads this year. 
Attrition of o lder employees is an 
increasing factor, said Andrea Koncz, 
employment information manager for 
NACE. Their study analyzed data from 
254 employers in a wide range of large and 
small business as in different fie lds , break· 
ing job fields into three categories-manu-
facturers, service employers and govern-
ment/nonprofit employers. 
The study found that employers plan on 
hir ing 13.1 percent more recent grads this 
year, up from 12.7 percent last year. These 
numbers are reached by comparing the 
number· of people hired each year with the 
number employers said they expected to 
hire . 
One thing the NACE study emphasizes 
·is what characteristics potential employers 
are looking for in a new hire. One of the 
bigges t compla ints from employers is lack 
of communication skills and business eti-
·quette in recent graduates, Koncz sa id. 
"Employe rs say a problem with [recent 
graduates] is that they ha.ve trouble 
expressing themselves appropriately, such 
as not us ing good grammar and speech," 
Koncz said . "That complaint is pretty 
much across the board." 
Dressing properly for an interview is one 
example orsomething that could set some-
onc apart and make a d ifference to the 
employer, Koncz added. Another attribute 
that employers credit as important is expe· 
rienee, such as an internship. 
Students like those at Columbia who are 
seeking a degree in a field that's not in high 
demand may have an increased chance of 
finding a job as well. Challenger explained 
that 2.2 mi ll ion jobs were created in the 
last year, and that includes all fie lds. Still, 
he suggests that a ll upper·level students 
start looking for a job as soon as possib le, 
whether or not the ir degree made the top 
five most coveted. 
" It 's a good idea to get out there. now 
when there is an improved chance to find 
an employer who is interested," Challenger 
sa id. 
. Simms has not had an internship. but 
feels his studies and involvement at 
Columbia have prepared him to enter the 
job market. He said the Interactive 
Multimedia Department is s imilar to other 
majors at Columbia in that the education is 
determined by the individua l's drive . 
As he prepares to enter the post-college 
world, he has some advice of his own. 
" It' s really easy to skate through classes, 
and pass with a C," Simms sa id. " I think it 
is up to the students to take an active ro le 
in their education." 
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New Time: 9:30 a,m, - Grant Park, Chicago 
Don't fo~get Daylight Savings Time. '" 
Register online at shamrockshuffle.com or call us at 
(312) 904-9814 for more information. 
Registration will close when the maximum field of 
22,500 participants has been reached or March 22, 2005, 
whichever comes first. Visit shamrockshuffle.com for details. 
New this year! The Health & Fitness Expo 
is moving to Navy Pier. 
Don't.miss the laSalle Bank Post-Race Party in Grant Park* 
featuring live music from Chicago favorite Poi Dog Pondering. 
*The Post-Race Party is open to run and walk participants only. 
.. LaSalle Bank 
_~ ~ A8NAMRO .. 
--
~ 0 Stop by the Chicago Bike Show, Expo Hall A, wwwchlcagoblkeshowcom 
IB..JfliG~ Just next door to The laSalle Bank Shamrock Shuffle 8K Health & Fitness 
'~H~ Expo Present your laSalle Bank Shamrock Shuffle Bib # for free entry into 
~ The Chicago Bike Show 
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Critics charge recent 
panhandling law 
fails to effect change 
o Alderman contends ordinance promotes giving 
By Allison Borges 
ConlfitxJfing Writer 
The st reets of Chicago at 
lunchtime are bustling with peo-
ple looking for a quick bite to eat 
before heading back to work. 
And fo r eve ry Starhucks patron 
carrying a cup. it seems there is 
a panhandler shaking change in 
an empty one. For Chicago's 
panhandlers, lunchtime is often 
when the real work begins. 
For some, panhandling is a 
nuisance. Dut for others it reach-
es the leve l of harassment. Five 
months ago the Chicago Ci ty 
Counc il agreed thi s was a prob-
lem, approving an ordinance that 
made agg ress ive panhandling 
illegal. The city- still recover-
ing from its $474,000 loss from 
a panhandling suit in 2001- is 
handing out only a fraction of 
the tickets it once was. On aver-
age, police officers are writing 
fewer than 12 tickets a month to 
enforce the new aggressive pan-
handling ordinance, or less than 
8 percent of the tickets written in 
2000 and 200 t under the old 
ordinance. 
There is debate about whether 
the ordinance has accomplished 
it s goal. Former panhandler 
Jeffrey Newton said that after 
the bill first passed, pol ice were 
out on the streets giving so li ci -
tors trouble . But some panhan-
dlers agreed that the enforce-
men t did not last long. 
" I haven' t really been both-
ered by the police," sa id Charles 
Spencer, a panhandler. "They 
asked me to move once and 1 fol-
lowed their orders ." 
A panhandler, according to the 
ordinance, can be ticketed for 
touching, chasing or yelling at 
people while aski ng for money. 
The regulation also prohibits 
panhandling within 1 0 feet of a 
bus stop, ATM or bank entrance, 
at s idewalk cafes and res tau-
A resident o f Roosevelt 
University'S Herman Crown 
Center, 425 S. Wabash Ave., 
reported ha rassme nt by tel e-
phone from Feb. 21 at 4 p.m. to 
Feb. 24 at 2 a.m. The culprit, 
described as an ex-girlfriend, 
who is in police custody. 
A 46-year-old male reported 
an incident of aggravated bat-
tery on Feb. 25 between 9 a.m. 
and 9: 15 a.m. He totd police that 
a male between the ages of 25 
and 30 came up out of nowhere, 
struck him several times in the 
face with a blunt object and then 
fled the scene " in an unknown 
direction ." He claimed that the 
man did not say anything to him. 
The victim was transported to a 
ra nts. Under the ordinance, pro-
posed by Alderman Burton 
Na tarus (42nd Wa rd), violators 
are fined $50 for the first and 
second offenses and $100 for 
each additional offense within a 
12-month period. When the ordi-
nance was passed, many won-
dered whether people who are on 
the street asking for change 
would even be able to pay the 
fine. 
"[Panhandlers] could care less 
about a ti cket," Newton said. 
"Who is going to pay it any-
way'!" 
But Natarus bel ieves it has 
already worked wonders for the 
city of Chicago. 
" I think it has worked very 
we ll. It rea ll y helps," Nata rus 
sa id . " )( makes people ha ve 
more of a spirit of giving and it 
cuts down on v iolent behavior. " 
What constitutes an offense 
under the new ordinance is dif-
ferent from the definitions in the 
old one. The previous panhan-
dling regulation class ified the 
"They are trying to make 
people safer. If someone 
is going to violate your 
space or scream at you, 
no one wants that." 
- Gary Caplan, Chicago 
attorney 
offense as disorderly conduct, 
but that distinction was revoked 
in March 2002 for constitutional 
reasons. But the new ordinance 
rai ses some of the same concerns 
as the old one for some members 
o f the Chicago legal community. 
"The ques tion now becomes, 
how are they enforcing it?" 
Chicago attorney Mark 
Weinberg said. 
Weinberg entered the debate in 
200 t when he represented 3,000 
hospital where he was treated 
for blood clots and minor cuts 
on his face. 
A 2001 Toyota sustained 
damage to the hood on Feb. 27 
between 7:30 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
The owner reported the damage 
was caused while the vehicle 
was parked in a private lot near 
the University Center of 
Chicago, 525 S. State Sl. No one 
has been arrested in connection 
with this event. 
A 36-year-old female filed a 
report with police alleging she 
had been cyber stalked from 
Feb. t8 to Feb. 25. She reported 
that a 54-year-old male had sent 
her 28 inflammatory text mes-
sages from hi s cell phone to her 
e-mail account, which she 
picked up at her school, Robert 
Morris CoHege, 40 I S. State St. 
The victim said the offender also 
came to her res idence between 
4:45 a.m. and 5:05 a.m . on Feb. 
25 and knocked continuously on 
the door, "causing a distur-
bance." Upon further invest iga-
March 7, 2005 39 
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The Chicago City Council passed an ordinance five months ago prohibiting 'aggressive' panhan-
dling, characterized by touching, chasing or shouting at people when asking for money. Community 
groups and panhandlers alike have noticed little change since the ordinance was enacted, with 
Chicago police handing out fewer than 12 tickets a month for violations. 
Chicago panhandlers in court 
against the city. The class action 
lawsuit in 200 I contended that 
civil rights were violated when 
the police ticketed or jailed pan-
handlers for begging in a peace-
ful manner on public s idewalks. 
Weinberg believes that there are 
p roblems with the new ordi-
nance as we ll , and the city coun-
cil meet ing in September, two 
weeks before the ordinance was 
approved, was a ll about aesthet-
ics. 
Attorney Gary Caplan , also 
involved with the 200 1 class 
action laws uit, expressed con-
cerns that the city is using the 
new ordinance to harass panhan-
dlers further. 
" It would be interesting to see 
just what they are using the ordi-
nance for- if they are arresting 
the panhandlers that have a con-
stitutional right to do so," 
Caplan said. 
tion, police located two previous 
case reports from the victim, 
including one of domestic vio-
lence. 
Police charged a 27-year-old 
female with s imple battery that 
occurred between 4 a .m. and 
4 :20 a.m. on Feb. 27. The vic-
tim, a 32-year-old female with a 
group of three twentysomething 
witnesses, reported that the 
offender hit her in the face as a 
result of a parking dispute at 26 
E. Balbo Drive. 
A burgtary was reported 
from a construction site at 600 
S. Wabash Ave. on Feb. 28 
between 5 a.m. and 6:47 a.m . 
Two victims, 48- and 32-year-
old males, reported the loss of 
almost $700 of construction 
equipment. including a torch 
gauge and a hose, from a tool-
box at the site. None of the miss-
ing items has been recovered. 
--Compiled by Alicia Dorr 
Ihrough in/ormation provided by 
the Chicago Police Department. 
And it 's the constitutional 
rights that got the city into trou-
ble in 2001 that Jeffrey Newton 
believes gave meaning to the 
tenn, "the art of panhandling." 
Newton , a former panhandler, 
used to stand in front of a partic-
ular Walgreen's for so long that 
he sa id people ended up getting 
to know him. They even gave 
him clothes on C hri stmas, 
Newton said . 
"Ninety-five percent of pan-
handlers aren't stalkers," 
Newton sa id. "We all had our 
own area and people respected 
each other." 
But Newton worries that the 
respect between the panhandling 
population and the police has 
vanished. Calling police behav. 
ior toward panhandlers "embar-
rass ing," Newton said the new 
law encourages harassment. 
Community groups do not 
have a strong opinion about the 
new ordinance. Ty Tabing, exec~ 
utive director of the Greater 
State Street Council said that he 
has not noticed any s ignificant 
impact as a result of the ordi· 
nance . 
" I've seen no examples o f it 
being enfo rced firsthand," 
Tabing said . "But I guess the 
good news is they've recognized 
it's an issue ." 
Tab ing's response mimics the 
resu It s of several other Chicago-
based grou ps, including the 
Chicago C hamber of Commerce 
and the Greater North Michigan 
Avenue Association. Despite 
conce rns, even Caplan sa id the 
ordinance is a step in the right 
direction . 
" They are trying to make peo-
ple safer. If someone is go ing to 
violate your space or sc ream at 
yo u, no one wants that," Caplan 
sa id . "The new ordinance isn't 
perfect, but it's certainly better." 
Governor's call 
for drastic hike 
taxes smokers 
o Tax expected to raise $145 million in revenue 
By Josh Kantarskl 
Assistanl City Boal Ecllor 
Huddled against the west wall 
of Columbia's South Campus 
Building. 623. S. Wabash Ave .. 
Tom Castronovo. an IS-year-old 
graphic design major. is trying to 
protect himself and his freshly lit 
Marlboro from the cold. 
He smokes two packs a week. 
which costs him around $12. He 
said he uses part of the money his 
parents give him to pay for the 
cigarettes. While he 's been think-
ing about quilting. he said the 
possibi lity of Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich's 75 cents increase 
in the Illinois cigarette 
tax would not keep 
him from purchasing 
cigarettes. 
On Feb. 16. 
Blagojevich unveiled 
his 553 million budget 
proposal meant. as he 
said. to secure a better 
futu re for Illinois by 
attacking the cost of 
rising stale health 
insurance. Blagojevich also out-
lined a plan to aid fledgling 
schools. 
Pan of that proposal was aimed 
at raising the state's 98 cents cig-
arette tax another 75 cents in an 
effort to drum up revenue for the 
Chicago Transit Authority and 
health care. The proposed tax 
would Ix>ost IlLinois' cigarette tax 
per pack to $ 1.73, not including 
ci ty and county tax. 
Coup led with the cigarette tax 
proposal, the city. starting July I. 
is planning a 0.25 percentage 
point increase in Chicago's sales 
tax- an increase to 9 
pcrcent.With the increase, Illinois 
wou ld have the fourth highest 
cigarette tax in the nation. with 
Rhode Island the highes t at 
$2.46. 
Officia ls expect the tax to raise 
an extra S I45 mi ll ion in revenue. 
For the 2004 fiscal year. accord-
ing to the Illinois Department of 
Revenue. cigarette taxes generat-
ed nearly $730 million 
in revenue , up from the 
more than S640 million 
in 2003. Excise taxes-
taxes levied on the con-
sumption of a commod-
ity- genera ted more 
than $2.5 billion in 
2004. 
Yet some have 
argued that Castronovo 
is not in the demo-
graphic that will bear the brunt of 
the governor's proposa l. 
According to the most recent 
Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention statistics show educa-
tional attainment has much to do 
with the inclination to smoke. 
In 2002. the CDC found that 
nearly 22 percent of the popula-
tion 25 years and older smoked. 
StudIInt& Iooklng for a job In 2005 face the gtrongfl9t Job markot In 
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accounting for 45 million people. 
And of that group of smokers. 
neinly 3 1 percent had no high 
school diploma or GED. In con-
trast. the CDC's study found that 
10 percent of the nation's smok-
ers had a bachelor's degree or 
higher. 
Rai sing the c igurette tax is a 
common practice for legislators 
who bel ieve those who smoke 
more arc less likely to speak out 
on excess taxing, uccording to 
Joel Michael, a legislative analyst 
with the research department of 
the Minnesota House of 
Representatives. He sa id he has 
seen thi s practice put into effect 
more than once. The Minnesota 
legislature has increased its ciga-
rette tax four times in the last 20 
years to raise revenues for health 
centers and medical education. 
Michael said that the tax increase 
falls on people with low incomes. 
"As income goes up. we find 
that you don't smoke ciga-
rettes more." Michael said. 
"You don ' t tend to smoke 
more when you rhake more 
money." 
Michael added that legisla-
tors recognize this. 
"The group who does 
smoke tends to be located 
within the lower income, a 
group that docsn't vote any-
way." Michael said. And. he 
added, because the group 
doesn ' t vote, legislators feel 
free to tax them. 
"There's a certain elastici-
ty to [cigarette tax]," 
Michae l said. "You double 
the tax , you don ' 1 double the 
re venue. 
But officials 
Blagojevich's office dis-
agreed with Michael , saying 
that the tax was meant to 
Job market looks healthy 
for 2005 college gradua~ 
o Employers looking for experience. proper business etiquette, studies find 
By Alicia Oorr 
O~ Beal Ecllor 
Willil.ll11 S imllls is set to gmuu-
ate from Columbia this spring. 
While the prospect of en tering 
"'he rcnl world" is lillullting fur 
many co ll ege studen ts. Simms. 
23. is not swellting it. 
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